Another very important
announcement!

VACANCIES
.
1ll

Applications are invited for places

HALLS OF RESIDENCE and
STUDENT HOUSES

Two of them
on the

There are at present vacancies for male and fe ma le smdents in
Poll ock H all s of Resid ence, Myln c \ Court, an d a number of
Student Ho uses. It is probab le that additi o nal vacancies will arise
during the course of and at the end of thi s term .

Sr11de11rs i11ceresred i11 such ,,ac1111cies, eirher J;,r 11,,,11 or J;,r rhe r,u/
sho11/d w wnrr:
STUDENT ACCOMMODATION SERVICE
30 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh, EHS 9JS.
Telephone 667 0151

if rem,,

1\1\IEDI.--1 TEL 'r'!
A very important announcement!
Applications are invited for the post of

EDITOR
of

FESTIVAL TIMES
(4 Issues August/ September; Salary Negotiable)

Edinburgh University Student
Publications Board
1st Years positively encouraged.
Details available from the Chairman.
Applications should be received by the Chairman,
EUSPB, 1 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh,
no later than Friday, 29th January 1982.

!!Reduced!!

!!Reduced!!

Available at Union Shops

Students
Diary
1981-82
•
Now only 99p

Applications should be received by
THE CHAIRMAN, EUSPB, 1 Buccleuch Place,
Edinburgh , no later than Monday, 1st February ,
1982.

Buy One Today!
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Change In Rape Law
previous sexual experiences etc .
are unnecessary in rape cases,

The rape problem has
been the subject of a
great deal of nationwide
publicity these last few
weeks yet despite the
bickei:ing within Parliament about who should
say what and who has the
right to declare this and
not that, the public
remain confused about
the reality of the rape law.
Jan MacGregor reports.

instead of an open examination
into the victim's affairs.
Research has been carried out
in Scotland (for two years now)
into the increasing number of
alleged rape and serious sexual
assault cases being abandoned

Cons isting of three representatives from each of the following

bodies, AUT, NUPE, NALGO ,
ASTMS, and the Students'
Assoc1at1on, th e JULC was set up

misunderstanding have been
avoided in the first place if rape
victims weren 't obliged to relive
their experiences in court?

The Scottish Law Commission
has recently declared that the
probing into the victim's lifestyle,

It is hoped that the JULC will be
both staff and students and this
matter will, in fact, be presen ted to
Court on February 1st.

has

wining to prosecute yet could this

But Is
It Art?

On the subJect of Jobs the JULC

recognised by the University as
the overall representative body for

JULC

Secretary as "exceptional circumstances" include those of

already

formulated policy on various
current issues. It advocates
negotiation with th e University on

the subject of proposed cuts.
However, the JULC is critical of
present channels of communication and consultation , believing
them to be inadequate. It wants an
end to the secrecy which shrouds
the decision-making co mm ittees

is comm itted to a poli cy of no
compulsory redun dancies both on
the academic and non-acade mic
staff, and it is also here to ensure
that the manual staff at the
University no longer bear the
brunt of cuts.
One of the most important

functions o f the JULC will be to

evidence enough that the two

co-ordinate action in relation to

could go together.
Speaking against the motion ,
Kate Harden couldn't agree Th e

cuts agreed upon by both staff and
students To make sure that the
act1v1ties and policies of this
committee receive adequate

publicity

the

JULC

hopes

EUSA fully supports the JULC
attend

the

Committee

SRC

student reaction to co urses and
teaching standai;.ds at the

Not
his

well attended by sta ff and non-

Biblica l or not, Judith Toms was
dismissive of these references .

Had he read The Social
Responsibility Board's booklet
entitled "Obsceni ty"? Although

promote friendly dialogue
together with a bottle of wine.
Last Tuesday the motion presented to the house by the new

the ir course. The SA no longer

organised.

sees this measure
the production of
3nd does not see
allowing heads of
"vet" entries.

tutorials students will be asked if
they formed a useful part of the
course and if the tutor had

A survey has been compiled by
Miss Calder on the quality and

adequate

subject

knowledge

of

of

the

subject. The value of practicals
will also be inqu1red into as will
workload on a particular course

at the quality of teaching on your
course please make every effort to

complete the survey."
Res ults of the survey will be
publ ishe d in the Alternative
Pro spectus, Student and
Midweek.

by

The Diagnost ic Society is a
debating , society and aims to

part icular department related to

the

intermittently

By N ick Wailes-Fa irbarin

was the
motion .

On

speech

art. He wound up by referring
sceptical moralists to erotic
biblical episodes.

the survey to fill it in. The SRC

as necessary in
the ProsPectus
any purpose in
departments to

ou tdo ne by the

way they wore their fig-leaves?

in this survey in relation to
lectures, tutorials, practicals etc.
On lectures the students will be
asked if lectures were useful and
relevant and if lectures were well

of the

be

Tasteful pornography was tas teful

assessment.

intends to put pressure on the
University to improve teaching
standards in the Univers ity . We
can only do this with your help and
your support. If you are concerned

to

to Adam and Eve, the Greeks and
democracy. What did It matter the

SAC students since the committee
was first set up. Details of the
committee's work are published in
Midweek.

would recommend their particular
course to other students.
Senior President Mark Kennedy
is very pleased with the new
procedure. "It is about time the
Alternative Prospectus became a
genuine alternative prospectus
giving a true reflection of how

was

waving a copy of "Mayfair" above
his head . We owe all the confusion

Union. These meetings have been

of

It

illustrations which Kate passed
round, Jonathan Carthew broke

every

Wednesday at 7.30 p.m. in the
small bar in Ch ambers Street

methods

eroticism.

tota lly opposed to the spirit of art

Anti-Cuts

me etings

(sometimes violent).

non-ethereal

and invites staff and students to

Students will also be as.ked if they

halls and houses. It is hoped that

degrading

produce regular newsletters.

and

content of the first and second
year courses and will be
distributed to a random sample of
first and second year students in

essence of pornography was
sensuousness; a narrow,

1

to

president, Gavin Don, sard simply

head

for

"contributory negligence" by the
victim and will the decision by

in their department. I would urge
all students who receive a copy of

the

calling

cases classified by the Home

continue. The woman involved has
since declared that she was always

University can be guaged.
About 22 questions will be asked

by

and

severe sentences will be· imposed
on rapists , enocgh? . Do those

dangerous for the
woman's health if the case was to

in the University and more representation on these comrriittees.

in resp onse to the current cuts
proposed for the University. It
hopes to provide a united front of
academic and non-academrc staff
and students and to prevent them
adopting divisive policies.

The

infamous "' G1asgoW rape case was
for this very reason : that it was

considered

"Pornography

checked

concern

urgent action to protect the rights

1979, out of 145 allegations of rape
reported to Scottish police, fifty
had been prosecuted, of which
only 30 had been jailed . Are the
assurances by Lord Weatley, the
Lord Justice Clerk. that long and

students really feel about teaching

In previous editions of the
Alternative Prospectus written
entries from students were

their

of women. "

before they reach court. The latest

A Real Alternative
Jan Calder, this year's
editor of the EUSA's
Alternative Prospectus,
intends to make some
major changes in the next
edition of this publication. Mary Braid reports.

informed about the effects and
facts of rape. They " urge
everybody to write to their MP and
the Lord Advocates expressing

available statistics show that in

Staff and students
unite
At the beginning of this
academic year the Joint
Union Liaison Committee
(JULC) was formed. This
is an important development as this newly formed
committee has the
potent ia l to become a
very strong representative body for both staff
and students at this
university. Mary Braid
reports.

review all aspects of raped women.
and to ensure that the police, the
courts and all those who come into
contact with the victims are well

Raymond Antebi has since voiced
his opinion that written evidence

Few, if any, can appreciate the

be dropped before reaching trial
because the woman is unable to
face this further ordeal. The
decision not to prosecute at the

urgently seeking meetings with
Scottish MPs and lawyers to

Centres

could be prevented to the jury

difficulties involved for the victims

uncommon that rape cases should

to

women will continue to fail to

Crisis

The psychiatrist at the centre of
the Glasgow rape case, Dr

changes in legal practice with
regard to rape, calling for urgent
action to protect women:s rights.

courtroom and it is certainl)' not

Richards

tions should be implemented
without delay. They fear that

Rape

unable to face appearing in court
unless such changes are made.

point was their joint campaign for

in reliving their experiences in the

Bertrand

demand that there recommenda-

the

report rapes to the police and be

On the 16th January there was a
special meeting arranged by the
Strathclyde and Edinburgh Crisis
Centres. The major discussion

Judge

punish by a fine rather than a
prison sentence be repeated?
The Rape Crisis Centres are

and

is

Art' '.

Emma

O'Reilly, the first of four speakers,
first

to

propose

the

Early Christianity, she said,
thought of women in much the
same way as they thought of the
Devil. This was probably in
reaction to the licentiousness of

the Classical World . Nonetheless ,
pornography could be art. We
must Judge It cntIcally, B:rtrstically
and without pre1udIce. Viewed as a
whole:. the history of art Is

the definition of art is a difficult
one , as pornography did not evoke
an imeginative response , it could

never be equated with art. It
excited sexually, but hardly
artistically.
And from the floor the best
contribution was undoubtedly that

of Dr Musson. Emphasising the
relativity of the subject under
discussion , he surprised us all with
the revelation that the Ungara tribe
of Botswana cowered in
embarrassment whever their
knees were uncovered. It didn't
matter about the rest!

At the end of the evening the
motion was thrown out of the
house by a substantial maJority .
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Yet more cuts!!

The first General Meeting of term takes place
tonight at 7 p.m. in McEwan Hall - Motions on
Amnesty , militarism , Poland and the Day Nursery, and
an emergency motion on Education Cuts, will be
debated.
You 're probably sick of being told to get of your
backsides and go along to these things , but we 're
going to tell you again . Attending GMs is the only way
you can make EUSA work for you, and to make sure
that your office-bearers are accountable.
They are also highly entertaining .
More Letters Page 4
No to street Rucking!
Dear Sir,
"These people aren 't students,
are they?" Sir Keith Joseph 's
words on his arrival in the Old
College Quad , Fr iday 16th
January. Suc h words according to
your editorial comment reveal the
Government's and public's impression that students are "nice,
quiet, middle-class kiddies" and
that such a demo nstrat i"'1 dispels
th is image. May I suggest that
unfortunately the Quad incident
doe s more to confirm an
increas ing ly prevalent and
detestable belief amongst the
general public that students are
incapable of "roun d-table negotiation " , thereby necessitating resort
to direct and militant action of the
kind witnessed in Old College. It is
not a feature , I am sure, of whic h
many in the Students' Assoc iati on
are proud or care to be associated
with .
Up until now, Mark Kennedy has
fought the cuts as peacefully and
as effectively as is possible. May I
suggest that considering this
policy of "no violence", rallies
should not oe held comprising the
presen ce of " outside bodies" over
which he has no control? And
who, after all , wou ld be so
f,aceti ous as to suggest that they
were only left-wing ag itators after
all?
Yours fa ith fully ,
Susan Elkington

More Pacifism
Dear Sir,
What I was criticising in my
ar ticle last week o n your
Perspec ti ve Page was typif ied by
the same edition's editoria l. You
support the violence at the picket
becaus e it wilt dispel " th e (nice.
quiet) image of students". Fine,
but what else? This is merely a
divers ion from th e real argument.
Violence and such blink ered
protests ulti ma te ly retard the
socialis t case. And so capi tali sm
remains.
As I remain ,
Brian Gardner

Zionism - the other side
of the coin
Dear Sir.
Wh ile accepting your editorial
disclaimer regarding the
Perspective Page, I am at a loss to
understand how you cou ld afford
such prominent coverag e to the
the promotion of vicious ly
offensive propaganda. Cartoons,
s ir, do not constitute the
expression of legitimate views but
do fall under editorial discretion.
Your readers shou ld be aware
where · your author's sympath y
lies, as betokened by her use of the
expressional " International
Zionism", a phrase wh ich makes
as much sense as "I nternational
Scottish Nationalism " and whi ch
is a bogey orig inally created by

3

Letters t<, the Editor
Czarist regime as an excuse fo r
anti-Semitism and sti ll used by the
National Front to this day.
Of course, the British AntiZionist Organisation was expelled
from NUS conference in April for
" blurring the distinction between
anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism"
and again in December. And the
PLO themselves subscribe to a
racist constitution which
repeatedly talks of 'A rab '
Palestinians and rejects
compromise with the State of
Israel.
As an ed itor, you must not be so
open-minded that you r brain falls
out. You should draw the line at
affording an open platform to the
supporters o f racists and
terrorists.
Yours very sincerely,
Stuart D. Black

You 'll already know all about the proposed 4 per
tent increase in grants, and you 'l l have heard about
the increase in the level of parental contributions
which form part of the Government's plans to "stream- ·
line" our university system.
What you may not be aware of is that the
Government also plan to withdraw the facility
whereby a grant can be awarded for one repeat year.
Not only does this proposal have obvious consequer:ices for those who for one reason or another
fail a course, but it will also presumably affect those
who wish to change course, or indeed to move to The Other Side
another university or college.
of the Coln (2)
It seems obvious that since the choice of university/
college or course is often made at the tender age of 16
I n respon se to E i leen
or 17, a significant number of people will get it wrong , McAndrew's
article examining
and discover that the course they have chosen is not Zion ism I felt th at from my
personal experience in Israel and
right for them.
my knowl edge it was important
If no grant is to be made available it will mean that a that
I should respond.
large number of people who are well capable of
Before the Second World War
Jews were prospering in most
obtain ing a degree will not be able to do so.

Roll up, roll up!

Thu rsday, 28th January 1982

parts of Europe, very much
integrated into the country in
which they were living and in many
cases with stronger national
feeli ng than feelings of duty
towards· their religion; yet when
Hitler rose to power the result was
a terrib le holocaust in which six
million of them were Jailed for no
better reason than their religion.
I am not asking here that
because of their past suffering
Jews should be automatically
exonerated from any future
misdeeds - but after such a threat
to the survival of the ir race the
Jews were not unreasonable in
seeking a land which they could
call their own. Eileen McArthur
seems to concede this at the
beginning of her article but goes
on to imply that the_ Jews should
not expect this because "peoples,
regardless of colou r or creed are
not fu ndamentally different". I am
sure this Is what the Jews felt
before the war,
If the Jews were to be allocated a
piece of territory, then in one
sense they cou ld not have done
much worse than the area which
has become Israel. It is a minute
country which had been totally
undeveloped by its nomadic
inhabitants when the Je ws arrived
there. Cities have now grown up
and land that was desert has been
cultivated .
I would also like to put right
some of Eileen McAndrew's misconceptions about the ideal of
Zionism. Th is ideal is that the Jews
should have a homeland which
they can always turn to without
fear of being rejected. It is,also a
centre of Jewish culture and
religion , a focus point common to
Jews through out th e world .
Nobody ever suggested that th e
world 's Diaspora Jews shou ld all
pack their bags and leave for
Israel. This would cause
impossible over-popu lation and
without th e financial support of
Jews of the Diaspora, Israel would
not have survived nearly as long as
it has done. Many Jews are aware
that their integration with other
societies is a very importan t factor
in keep ing racism derived from
ignorance at bay.
I am very dubious abo ut Eileen
McAndrew's mention of blatant
discrimination in Israel. There are
absorption centres all over Israel

where immigrants are taught to
speak/ write and learn about the
Israeli way of life so that they can
be quick ly integrated into society.
I feel it is time the world
accepted Israel so it can continue
its rapid industrial , agricultural
and cultural development in peace
without constantly having to
forcefully reiterate its claims to
outsiders who don't accept it.
Caroline Rose

Coins (3)
Dear Sir,
In her article on Zionism, Eileen
McAndrew states that Zionism
accepts the rac ist notion that Jew
and non-Jew are innately
incompatible. In fact Zion ism
recognised that insularity is innate
to the Jewish relig ion - laws
concerning the sabbath, food and
way of life see to that. That
culturally different groups behave
differently is ·o bvi o us , well
recognised and not racism. In a
civilised society, man y cultural
sub-groups can be tolerated even
if they are relatively isolated . At
times of national crisis, these
identifiable sub-groups can be
use ful scapegoats.
Zionists recognised th is and
aimed to create a state where Jews
cou ld live and practice freely but not exclusively for the Jews,
ignoring the rights of the
indigenous population . Today,
although legally every Israeli has
the same rights (ie dissimilar to
apartheid}, social discnm,nation is
prevalen t in Israeli society. It is in
every country including Britain. In
this context, Jews will continue to
be Zionists and many are
im patiently awaiting a change in
Israeli goverment, to improve the
fabric of Israeli society and the lot
of the Palestinians.
Peter Finl

Balloons
Dear Sir,
Kirsty Shaw admirably
defended the existence of the Hot
Ai r Balloon Club in last week's
Student, however she misrepresented the reasons for the Sports
Union selecti ng certain clubs for
possible heavy cuts by suggesting
we were oblivious to everything
other than competitiveness. Competitiveness Is one of several
cri teria for consideration, it is not a
necessary criterion as she would
suggest. The cnteria are not
that a club must be both
competitive and non-capital
intensive mass participation but
rathe r the club should be either
competitive or non-capital
intensive. These are far from rigid
categories but rather guidelines
which we feel best support the
objective of the Sports Union in
promoting sport in as many forms
to as many indivi duals as possible
or as is feasible . Sadly these few
expensive adventure sports are
not feasibl e in th e pr ese nt
financial environment and the cost
of reducing opportunity to a ve ry
few is we fell less than the cost of
reducing opportunity to the larger
number of peopl e invo lved with
the vast majority of c lubs. By
tak ing th is action every student at
this University can be assured that
he or she is given th e opportunity
to join and be acti ve in as many
sports as possible.
Yours faithfully ,
Alexander P. Manson
Student Treasurer
EU Sports Union

Pop Editor gets his
Dear Sir,
With reference to the pseudo'pop- rev iew' in Student (21st Jan.
82) (Sti ff Little Fingers) : I hope that
I am speaking for a lot of people
when I say that I am utterly fed up
listen ing to the shit wh ich is
continually flung about in relation
to Belfast and the surrounding
countryside thereof.
For a start, bands like SLF were
not, as your 'reviewer' suggests,
do ing a lot of negative 'grousing'
abou t th e city; they were trying to
make it a better place to live in, by
waking the kids up to Belfast's
potential - Believe it or not it has a
lot.
Secondly, if there are any tears
in Irish eye$, they'll be tears of rage
at the Great Misinformed British
Public , ep i tomised in the
irrelevance of your reviewer's
comments.
Sharon Campbell

More SWSO
Dear Editor,
You said in last week 's Student
that SWS,0 accuse you of "bad
journalism'' because you criticise
us. Th is is very far from the truth .
SWSO do not mind being
criticised at all, w hat we do object
to is misrepresentation and bias.
Last week 's Student was at it yet
again. In the article on the
demonstration at Old College
against Sir Keith Joseph 's
presence you stated that a
Socialist Worker chanted a sexist
slogan, which is untrue. The
slogan was indeed shouted by
someone in the vicinity of the
SWSO banner but he was neither
amember of SWSO nor the SWP
Second ly, what did you hope to
gain by pri nting James Arnott's
first letter? Anyone with any sense
ignored 1t. Tbe only laugh was on
you for being so petty. I expect
most of your readers are getting a
bit bored with your little Jokes at

swso.

Alastair Walker
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March
Against

The

us

Intervention
A recent comment
made by the US Consul in
Edinburgh at a debate on
El Salvador in Strathclyde
Un iversity (January 30th)
seems to support the
beliefs of those who
consider El Salvador to be
another Vietnam . Mary
Braid reports.
"We are not," said the US
Consul, "defending democracy
but giving support to a government that is in agreement with our
views."
In a statement just released by

Manuel Bravo on behalf of the
Edinburgh Latin America
Solidarity Campaign it is cla imed
that the US government is hiding
behind the excuse of " Soviet
expansio nism" to conceal its real
motives in its policy towards El
Salvador. It is claimed that the US
has a 136 yea r old policy of
intervention in South America and
that Guatema l a, Nicaragua ,
Panama and Honduras, as well as
El Salvador, have experienced
intervention in various forms, this
century.
At present, the USA has 56
'mi litary advisers' in El Salvador
and has given financial aid to the
tune of 300 m illion dol lars to the El
Salvadorean government in order
to stifle government opposition

Letters Extra
Zionism - the
debate continues
Sir,
It is good of the patronising but
misguided (to give her malevolence the benefit of the doubt) Miss
McAndrew to recognise the plight
of the small remnant of European
J'ews who survived Hitler's ovens
and gas chambers and indeed to
grant that " the Jews deserve a
homeland" though only "because
of what they suffered" and not
because they have at least as
much right to national selfdetermination as the Palestinians.
Unfortunately she denies that they
even have any connection with the
biblical "land of Israel". (Remind
me why it's called Israel')
I just wonder where she would
have liked my father to go when
the world was divided between the
perpetrators of these fascist
atrocities and the Allies who chose
to ignore them. What was wrong
with the small remnant of previous
Arab persecutions opening their
doors to their brothers fleeing
persecution at the hands of the
most civilised country in Europe,
i.e. Germany.
It is clear from all Miss
McAndrew says and all she implies
that this question does not disturb
her for in her world as in that of the
Nazis Jews did not count.
Laura Barnett

Zionism (5)
Sir,
Your readers should not think
that Eileen· McAndrew's statement
that the Jews have no biblical
connection with Palestine is the
only untruth in her diatribe against
the rights of Jews as well as Arabs
in the Middle East. Harzl's view of
the Holy Land as "a land without a
people" is born out of both by the
letters of Lawrence of Arabia. who
could hardly be called an
opponent of the Arabs ("Letters".
2nd August 1909), as well as by the
PLO's own poputation statistics
for the religion which show that
wh'1,re there are now four million
Israelis there were in 1845 only 1h
mMlion Arabs and Jews. In fact,
most of today ' s so-called

Palestinians immigrated in to this
region in the 1930s in search of
jobs being generated by the
westernised agricultUre of the
Jewish population and by the
development of new cities such as
Tel Aviv.
Miss McAndrew repeats the old
lie that prosperity in New Nazareth
is only sold to Jews, It is
remarkable that the latest edition
of the PLO magazine, Palestine.
complains of Arabs being forced
to live there. But then it is typical of
the anti-Semite to change his
ground so long as he retains his
target.
The PLO should be recognised
for what it is - a murderous,
terrorist and racist organisation.
Zionism is the national liberation
movement of the Jews, and 1t was
successful in achieving its own
state. SWSO and their kind only
support future revolutions and
never endorse those of the past.
Yours faithfully,
Richard Brodie

Zionism (6)
Sir
Eileen McAndrew heads her
article "A Racist Response to
Racism " - an article itself shot
through with racism ,
Discrimination against Jews
bears the ugly name of antisemitism and has an ugly face
whether it is of the left or the right,
wherever it is directed against
Jews individually or collectively.
Don·t be led by left-wing rhetoric
into failing to recognise the blatant
anti-semitism espoused in this
article.
Another perspective that she
shares with the Nazis is that she,
like they, is prepared to call Steve
Faith a Jew purely based on the
religion of her mother, while those
who know him know that he
neither practises nor professes
Judaism. Why then should he still
be labelled a Jew? And certainly
why should his version of the
doctrines of Judaism supersede
those of the Chief Rabb; who has
clearly and repeatedly stated that
the Holy Land is central to the
Jewist, religion
Yours fanhfully ,
Dan Solomon

within the country. Mr Bravo
would answer those who ask why
we should be concerned about
this situation by pointing out the
potential for a new war in Central
America and the Caribbean in this
age of possible nuclear warfare.
The Bri tish government's recent
financia l aid to th e El Salvadorean
government must also be noted.
A march to denounce US
intervention in South America is to
take place in Edi nburgh this
Saturday (30th January)
assembling at 11 am at US
Consulate , Regent Terrace. This
march will be attended by the
Nicarag uan Ambassador Senor
Francisco D'Escoto who will
address the ra lly afterward s. Live
Salvadorean and Chilean music

wi ll be performed. Edinburgh
students should take special
interest in this rally as the EUSA
supports the El Salvador Solidary
Campaign and so th e EUSA
banner will be present.
Th e march is only pa rt of a
campaig n which also inclues an
appeal for people to writ e to th eir
MPs in ord er to influence Mr
Richard Luce MP to demand that
the British Government do not
suport the proposed elections for
March this year in El Salvador. It is
claimed that "Since the conditions
for free , fair and safe elections do
not exist in El Salvador at the
moment, th e proposed election
would only be one more too of
repression ...

Column

Britain 's No . 1
Gossip Column,
with over 500,000
readers!

Rector
(103)

McBroom

General Meeting
Th is term's first General four motions being presented in
Meeting takes place tonight with order that the issues rece1ve some
motions being presented on airing before the debate this
Amnesty International, Poland, evening. Every matriculated
militarism and lhe Day Nursery. student of Edinburgh University
The meeting commences at 7 p.m. can attend the GM and every
th is evening in the McEwan Hall. matriculated student should in
Perspective is, this week, devoting order that the decisions made be
its space to the proposers of the truly rep resentative.

COPING ·w1TH
.CAREERS
I This

we e k 's

Careers

l Column looks at management - or is that administration.
What is this thing cal led
Management? Is it the same as
Administration? Management is
about gett ing tasks completed
through other people, about
establishi ng objectives and the
means of attaining those
objectives, and about utilising
scarce resources as effectively as
possible. Th e term Administration
sometimes implies that the big
decisions are made by others and
the adm inistrator then carr ies
them out. This may be so in some
situations but the same can be said
for many managers: so the terms
are largely interchangeable, with a
slight preference for the usage
'administrator' in public service
and ·manager' in commerce or
industry.
·A good way to gain a quick
acquaintance with the way
managers operate, in a variety of
working environments, is to attend
the Easter vacation "Insight into
Management" Course. This is
organised by the Careers Service
in coniunction with the Careers
Research and Advisory Centre
-(~RAC) The 1982 course will run
from Tuesday 13th April to Friday
16th April, is non residential, and
will utilise University facilities in
the George Square area. The
course fee is f.15, which also
includes main meals.

Th e learning approach is iwopronged. First, active participation
in a range o f management games
and exercises: very much learning
by doing . Inter-act ing within small
groups and syndicates. and then
discussing the outcome w ith
tutors who are themselves day to
day managers. N o pre vio us
managemen t experience is
assumed . Second, working and
relaxaing along 'Young Managers'
who are sponsored by their
employe rs to participate. These
Young Managers are only a few
yea rs out of Universit y, th ey have
successfully made the trans ition
to the work environment , but yet
still identify with studen t
perspectives.
The 1980 and 1981 courses at
Edinburgh were particularly
successful and a great deal of fun
was had along the way. As one
student put it, " the main benefits
came from clarifying ideas with
young managers an d experience
in work ing to deadlines and
working as a group to achieve a
constructive concensus".
The main aim is to give students
who are exploring career
alternatives an opportunity to test
out their perceptions and weigh up
whe th er t he challenges of
management are for them. The
1982 course is aimed primarily at
penultimate year students but
students of other years and postgraduates are welcome. Further
details and application forms from
Careers Office, the first 80
applicants secure places

Nominations will soon be
coming forward for the University's R ec t orial Elect ions.
Amongst the usual crop of sen>le
broadcasters, semi-literate art
bores. and Southern Albanian
political prisoners there will be
one or two truly capab le and
worthwhile candidates. We are
now in a position to reveal
exclusively to readers of this
column that the SAC are set to
back one such candidate for the
contest. Their unanimous choice
is none other than Union bouncer
Mike McBroom . Legal advisers are
said to have warned Council
members that McBroom will be
forced to give up his Union
position in order to be eligible as a
candidate, but they have selflessly
decided that their worries over
such a damaging loss to the
Students' Association should not
stand in the way of McBroom·s
ca reer . Reliable sou rces tell us
th at supporters of Mc Broom 's
campaign i nte nd to give him the
opportunity to display his dazzling
skills in debate by asking him as
many awkward questions as
possible at tonight's General
Meeting . We urge all our readers to
show the i r respec t for this
menu.mental public figure by
j oi n ing in with their own
questions, heckling and abuse.

Treason
Arch-inquisitor Robert Jenkins
drew gasps of amazement from
the SAC last week by suggesting
that rape was the most serious of
crimes next to murder and
treason. Surely Jenkins is
becoming dangerously revolutionary in his opinions if he is
seriously suggesting that the
unforgivable crime of treason.
which involves the mo;a/ sin of
disloyalty to the Crown, can even
be compared to something like
rape which, after all, 1s only natural
. they ask for it. . a certain kind
of woman.
-The Hack
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The reality of Iran
today by MM, a
supporter of the
MSS.

Results of NUS
Society survey. ,
Compiled by Steve
Evans, secretary.
On Monday, 11th January, the
NUS Society conducted a survey

some
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of

student opinion on questions of
the grant and of NUS itself. We
received a total of 646 replies.
Th e questi ons on the grant
unearthed some interesting and
perhaps alarming information. In

particular, of students receiving a
parental contribution, almost a
third said that they did not receive
the fUII amount due to them from
their parents. No doubt each
respondend could tell their own
story of the extra hardship this

must cause.
We also pointed out on the
questionnaire the fact that since
the scales for parental contribu tion have not been altered under
the present Tory proposals, many
students will find that the cash
they receive from their grant
awarding authority will be less
next year if, for instance, their
parents' salary has increased. This
is possibly the most damaging
aspect of the Tory proposals,
since most students do not receive
the full grant. Here, despite the
otherwise excellent material, the
Students' Association put out at
the end of last term, they missed
this vita l point.
NUS, as we would expect, did
not and this point, surely,
underlines the distinction between
our own Students' Association,
competent as it is, and the
National Union of Students, the
body whose prime function it is to
fight for the welfare of all students.
dt also underscores our need and
the Association's need to have that
organisation at our beck and call.
For their part NUS are now
trying to persuade the Government to make the necessary
readjustments before their April
Budget.
The full information ·contained
in the survey w il l be forwarded to
NUS in the hope that it will be of
some value to them in their present
negotiations with the Government and in their wider struggle to
have the parental contribution
scrapped once and for all with tee
provision of a full grant for all
students.
The results of the survey are as
follows :
Question 1
Are you satisfied with the present
level of your grant?
Yes 35%; No 62%; Not Sure 3%.

Question 2
Do you th ink the 4% increase
/22 '1,p per day) 1s adequate?
Yes 8%; No 86%; Not Sure 6%.
Question 3
Do you receive the full grant?
Yes 36.68%; No 63%; No Reply
0.32%.
Question 3A
IF NOT do you normally receive
your fulf parental contribution?
Yes 65%; No 32%; No Reply 3%.
Question 3B
Were you aware that the cash you
receive from your grant awarding
authority may be fess next year
because the parental contribution
scales have not been altered?
Yes 37%; No 60%; No Reply 3%.

Question 4
If
there was a referendum
tomorrow to affiliate to the
National Union of Students how
would you vote?
In favour-19.04%
Against-42.11%
Don't Know-36.69%
No Rep ly-2.16%
Question six asked for the main
reasons for the answer to question
five . Natu ral ly enough the
humorists were at work here.
Overall, however, these replies
demons1rated a great deal of misunderstanding and ignorance as
to what NUS is and as to what such
a move for us would involve.
Many of those against affiliation
pointed to the cost of membership.
It was also claimed that NUS was
undemocratic, ineffective,
inefficient, unrepresentative, it
had not interest in stu0ents, it
provides no benefits, no services,
it is powerless, impotent, a waste
of time, there was no need for it,
even "it attacks the Government"
and "it wants grant increases"!
These claims were best summed
up by the student who said
profoundly, "I hate things like
NUS."
Incidentally, 93% of all students
in Britain are affiliated to this
apparently pathetic organisation .
There were also various claims
that it was run by Commies, Trots
and Tories alike. One student felt
there was no need for a national
union since "if the Government
could afford it they would give us
more money . . we shouldn't be
greedy".
The last word (for the time being
no doubt!) from this school of
thought goes to the student who
asked, ''Why do we need a national
voice?" Why indeed , have you ever
wondered what air is for?
Of those students who were
undecided the bulk of them felt
they simply did not have the
in formation necessary to make the
choice. On this point if anybody
wants more information then
please feel free to contact me,
Steve Evans, at 667 4564.

In the February Revolution
'After the Shah , it's America's
urn" was the people's main
;logan, but Khomeini's regime
,ever took any steps in order to
Jemolish the economy dependent
on the Imperialists. Toda y
Khomeinl is rapidly closing the
ittle gap that remains between the
mperialists and his regime, thus
'allowing the Shah's footsteps.
The workers' conditions have
:wen deteriorated co mpared with
!hose under the Shah's regime.
Today strikes are illegal and are
punishable by death. The most
recent example of this is the killing
of seven workers and the arrest of
2,000 jj>thers by Khomeini's guards
trying to break up the strike in
religion exists in Iran and
Iran's largest car manufacturing
according to the country's
plant. The unemployment figure
General Prosecutor there are now
over 27,000 political prisoners in
now stands at five million and w it h
a ravaging inflation rate of over
Iran . The criminal regime of
100 per cent, the workers and their
Khomeini sends hundreds of the
Majoheds and the militants to the
families live in almost sub-human
torture chambers and firing·
conditions, while a million people
are homeless refugees because of
squads every day. The number of
a reactionary war with Iraq teenage girls, children , pregnant
started by Khomeinl.
women and ageing men who have
Khomeini 's regime started to
been executed since 20th June is
suppress the various nationalities
about 8,000, while the regime had
officially announced only 4,000 of
(particularly the people of
Kurdistan) from the very first days
them.
Are these crimes enough from
after the Revolution and has
condemnation of the tyrannical
brought no new tidings for this
ruling regime in Iran and its
oppressed people except destrucpolicies of repression , torture,
tion and death.
Khome ini has tried hard to
executions and denial of human
"keep women at home" and treat
rights?
them as second-class citizens. He
Following June 20th event, in
had seen that the Iranian women
which Khomeini ordered his
played an absolutely crucial and
guards to open ind iscriminate fire
on the 500,000-strong demonstravital part in the February
tion organised by the Mojahedin, a
Revolut ion and the Shah 's regime
new leaf was turned in Iranian
could not h,ave been toppled
history. Khomeini's savage regime
without their participation .
Khome ini closed all universities
stepped up its determined effort to
in Iran under the name of cultural
physically eliminate all opposition
revolution and has made the future
to his regime.
of thousands of students
As the legitimate and popular
uncertain. Khomeini reb uil t Savak
armed res istance against the
(Shah's se.cret police) by the name ,regime came into existence, the
of Popular Secret Police, so no · necessity of forming the complementary political platform of this
freedom of expression , ideology,

resistance was clearly felt.
It was such a necessity that
persuaded Mr Bani-Sadr to
accompany the Mojahed Khalg
Massoud Rajavi (member of the
Cader leadership of People's
Mojahedin Organisation of Iran
(PMOI)) towards the formation of
the National Council of Resistance for Independence and
Freedom of the Democratic
Islamic Republic of Iran and
consequently Massoud Rajavi
became the person in charge of
the Council.
From that point onwards the
NCR has succeeded to attract an
increasing number of Iranian
progressive , anti-reactionary
personalities and forces around its
axioms and worldwide support for
it grows day by day, achieving
ever-greater dimensions. Today
the NCR has become firmly
established as the only possible
and genuine revolutionary
alternative to Khomeini's regime .
The existence of the NCR is the
most definite guarantee that this
trme the people's uprising in Iran
does not become misled. Instead
the downfall of Khomeini's regi<ne
will bring a clearer horizon and
amore democratic society into
perespective for the Iranian
people.

Revoulution!
Politics or Abstract
Propagandism?: a
reply to Brian
Gardner from
James Arnott.

socialism whose proponents
shout out over the rooftops "fight
for an end to al forms of wage
labour!"; "o rganise a system based
on the communalisation of all
factories this very minute!"; and
wonder why nobody bothers to
listen to them . And although I
\Otally agree wilt\ these ideas , I am
not so naive to believe tha't
everyone understands what they
Brian Gardner's art icle last week mean. or how they can be brought
shows an almost total misunder- about.
standing of Socialist Worker, and
What Brian Gardner does not
jndeed of any remotely revolution- appear to realise is that only an
ary organisation , and that incredibly tiny proportion of the
excludes the far Left of the Labour population have got the
Party. Brian Gardner's article arguments of socialism and
seems to show a hearkening for .. communism and have any idea
well-founded and logical how to implement them. What he
argument . . not satisfied by the proposes that we do is t o wait until
rantings and bold but empty everyone spontaneously decides
headlines of th e Socialist Worker" . to eliminate capitalism , when it will
Only when people understand a disappear into thin air. People only
society without war, poverty, realise what the state is, and what
unemployment and wage labour capitalism is, when it works
will they presumably want to adopt against them , and then they realise
it as an ideal to strive for.
that it operates not for the benefit
The fight against cap italism thus of all , but for the benefit of a tiny
becomes an intellectual act 1v1ty: clique at the top of society. Only
people have to understand the struggle changes the attitudes of
new society in its totality before. working people. not 20 volumes of
they can fight to replace it by Marx.
Communism . The fight becomes a
And to stimulate this struggle 1s
battle of ideolog ies. Such a stance what Socialist Worker tries to do.
resembles milk -an d - honey One week the headline will be

" Fight for the Right to Work ",
another " Fight the Nazi National
Front" The point is. you move
from the particular to the general
When people move into a socialist
party they can be educated on
other issues. And it works. In
London people who became
active in the Anti- Nazi League
were more likely to go on strike,
and surely Brian w ill agree that the
withdrawal of labour is a central
way of encouraging change. So
that is what we do. We say "fight all
cuts" because to do so shows up
the contradictions of mil lions
spent on nuclear weapons . and
schools and hospitals shred to
ribbons , at the same time.
The main point is that you can
have the best politics in the world ,
but if no one listens to them they
are utterly useless . You have to
draw people in through one
struggle or issue, and then present
alternatives to the status quo. To
paraphrase Lenin, political activity
is not like the pavement of Princes
Street, i.e. broad and straight. You
have to adapt to changes and
setbacks, and to counter such
circumstances If you don't do so,
then your plans for society might
as well be put in the rubbish bin . or
onto library shelves. It all amounts
to the same thing.
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Motion2
- · I M t· G en
era
e Ing·
M Ot iOn Against
Militarism. Peter
DOW e X p Ia i n S.

The spectre of the IRA is
particularly tasteless since the
British state is_directly responsible
for the mess m Northern Ireland;
and clearly, Russian Hoops are
~~~e t~fU~- threat to Polish people

It should be no surprise to
anyone that S WS O have
presented a General Meeting
motion against every facet of
militarism .
Any serious socialist must
recognise that the modern state
exists as an instrument for the
exploitation of the oppressed
working class. The armed forces
as an integral part of the state,
perform this role with vigour
throughout the world - Poland.
Northern Ir eland, Chile, El
Salvador. Turkey.
Where milit8rism has retained
some degree of credibi lity is where
it is justified as "our" defence
against the national enemy (in
Britain - the Russians and the
IRA) .
The damage and death being
imposed on ordinary people by
our rulers outweighs anything the
aforementioned "foes" dish out.
(ie 700 deaths / week from
h y pother mi a, death from
industrial accidents, millions of
poor in a lifestyle breeding murder
. and ra e, etc.)

Of course, the armed forces of
the advanced countries were
traditionally used to conquer new
markets and to knock out
competitors. However, since Hitler
and the nuclear bomb, then later
Suez and Vietnam, the advanced
capitalists realised that actually
fighting themselves wa6 ii/advised.
Never the I e s s, the arms
economy still has a large part to
play in preventing a glut of goods
with no-one able to afford them:
Selling arms to underdeveloped
countries is a lucrative business,
and, as long as every advanced
country is spending its ow n money
on arms production , then
unwanted goods should not be
produced.
Significantly however , this
'policy' has begun to fail - as
testified by the re-emergence of
mass unemployment. There has
neverbeenabettertimetooppose
the many horrors of militarism .
Start now by coming to the
General Meeting, supporting CND
and joining SWSO.

Motion4

Amnesty 's motion :
Campaign on "Disappearances".

Political repression
Many governments, of widely
political complexions,
deny basic freedoms to the ir
peoples. Hundreds of thousands
of ordinary people are now
suffering in prison for peacefully
expressing their views. In recent
years , there has been an
increasing use of " disappearances" as a technique of
repression . People are taken from
the ir homes, from their work , from ·
the street they are simply
kidnapped by government agents
while their government denies all
knowledge of them. They may be
imprisoned secretly, with no
contact with the outside world : or
they may be tortured and killed .
This is what it means to
" disappear".

I differing

Motion3 Pro

Why the University needs a
Nursery
By Mark Reeves

As many of you will know, this
University, in common with many
others, runs a nursery to provide
all-day care for the children of staff
and students; it is funded mainly
from users' fees along with a
relatively small subsidy from the
University and the four main
student organisations. This is an
absolutely invaluable service
providing places for over 50
children yet its future is under
threat because the University may
decide to w ithdraw its part of the
subsidy , about £15,000, which
represents less than 0.03% of its
£60 million annual budget. Not
only would this mean the loss of
child-care facilities to which there
i·s no alternative within the Lothian
Region (see Note 1) but also t
redundancies of nine full-time a
three part-time staff.
The nursery was started over a
decade ago and has been fuoded
by the curren t arrangement for
almost as long . Users of the
nursery are charged according to
their income in such a way that
most University staff pay the full
economic cos t of the service
whilst most students pay a
considerably subsidised rate; for a
student to pay the full cost wo uld
certainly be impossible as the fu ll
fees w o uld almost e n t irel y
co ns ume his/ her grant, the re fore
it is essential that the nursery
receives financial assistance. It is
expected that in 1982/ 83 the
re uired subsid will amount to

1

about £25,000 to be shared by the
Univers i t y Court and the
Composite Fee Fund (i.e. the fund
fro m which co mes the money to
pay for the running of EUSA. KBU ,
PGSU and the Sports Union). Th is
amount represents a mere drop in
the ocean when savings of around
£3 million are being sought.
Every year the financial future of
the nursery has been questioned
and so far each year a subsidy has
been forthcoming , but this
approach accepts the underlying
assumption that the nursery
should operate on a break-even
basis. In my opinion th is is neither
practical nor desirable. As
mentioned above. parents ori a low·
income receive a subsidised
_service but nobody pays more
than cost price: obviously as long
as this is the case a loss will be
made and it is about time that this
be accepted and a decision to run
the nursery as a loss-making
service taken. Closure now would
be particularly unfortunate from a
financial point of view as the
University desperately needs the
fee income from as many overseas
students as it can attract, but if the
nursery were closed we in the
Students' Association would find
ourselves in the position of having
to advise prospective students that
the University provides inadequate w ~ i l i t i e s .
Closing the nursery Would also;
have dire consequences for those
concerned: students using the
nursery at present may have to
leave their courses in order to look
after the ir children anU, of course,
the 12 nursery sta ff would be made
redundant. Equally distressing
would be the "choice" offered to a
female student who becomes
re nant while at Universit have

an abortion or leave! Not much of a
choice at the best of times but even
less so now that the Tories have
succeeded in reducing further
grounds for legal abortion (see
Note 2). One cannot help but think
that the problem of the nursery
arises directly from the fact that
those people deciding its future
are predominantly men; were it
they who could be forced to leave
their courses or go through a
harrowing operation in order to
continue the ir educa tion perhaps
the nursery wouldn 't be considered
as one of the University's more
"peripheral" activities.
If you feel strongly about this
subject (or if you would like to hear
further relevant debate) then
please come to the General
Meeting tonight and lend your
support to the motion. If the
Students' Association is to fight
for the future of the nursery it
needs yo ur support, and
remember it cou ld be you who
needs the nursery next.
Notes:
(1) Two independent su rveys ,
one conducted on behalf of the
University and one on behalf of the
Students' Association, both
revealed that there is available no
equivalent form of chi ld care
within the Lothian Region . All
possibilities were investigated but
ruled out owing to age restrictions , inappropriate opening
hours or excessive waiting lists.
(2) In March 1981 the "social
cause" was removed from the 1967
Abortion Act so th at now accord ing to Sir Henry Yellowlees, th e
Chief Med ical Officer of th e DHSS,
"For an abortion to be legal .
there must be a medical condit ion
present or anticipated"

Just Imagine ...
Imagine you were a businessman with no political involvement, but your sister had been
living with a relative of'a deposed
president . As a result you were
arrested , tortured and then
" disa eared". That ha ened to

Con
This motion is ill advised and
foolish because it ties the
Students' Association to an
impossible commitment and at the
same time diverts attention from
possible solutio ns to the problem.
There is, at present, one source
of finance which would not be
covered by UGC actio n. The
Students ' Association runs
various trading operations, most
of which, most of the time, make a
profit, a small profit in terms of
percentage of turnover, but a
substan tial figure in cash terms. Is
it not possible that the Day
Nursery could also be operated by
th e Students' Association as a
trading ven ture, any losses could

William Beausire in Chile.
Imagine you were a trade union
leader, arrested when the police
broke up a legitimate, peaceful
union meeting . You were never
tried or even charged with any
crime - just kept in indefinite,
secret detention. That happened
to Petronila Torno in the
Phillip pines.
Imagine you were a leading
minister of a minority church: your
government decided that your
religious beliefs conflicted with its
official ideology, and it imprisoned
you as part of a campaign against
your religion . Your wife was not
even told where you were held.
That happened to Gudina Tumsa
in Ethiopia.
What can V:e do about It?
On our own, not much. But as
part of a worldwide campaign, we
can achieve a lot. Amnesty
International has proved, time and
again, that repressive governments are sensitive to international public opinion. Amnesty
works: we do get people freed .
For many prisoners, Amnesty
offers the only hope. And for
Amnesty to be effective. we need
to mobilise as much support as
possible. Your vote at tonight's
GendaMeeting will be a small but
vital part of our campaign .
Julian Goodare
then be financed by profits in other
activities.
Of course, with the uncertain
financial future of all the student
organisations, nobody wants to
take on a loss-maker, and of
course the organisation and
financial planning will create
problems, but wouldn 't it be rather
more constructive of the Hon
Treasurer of the Students '
Association if he put our money
where his mouth is rather than
lending his voice to a futile attempt
to preserve the status qua?
Surely nobody can reasonably
object to supporting the Day
Nursery, or taking reasonable
action to ensure its continuance,
the first resolution on this motion
says this and deserves support .
The second resolution represents
a thorny path to nowhere and by
its adherence to one impossible
solution blinds our eyes to real
alternat1vP.s.
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In the fight against the cuts,
attention will be focussed on the
independent 'lefts', such as Mark
Kennedy, Stewart Copland and
lmogen Foul kes, the Labour Club
and the Communists who have all
adopted a very similar stance. The
position they take is on the face of
it a very sensible one - we must
fight against government policy
on education , through demonstrations, lobbyi ng MPs and letter
writing, wh ile In the University we
must "mi nimise th e effects of the
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ig Debate:

Confrontation ?
This year Edinburgh University is
implementing a £3
million reduction in
expenditure, due to
the Tory government's education
cut-backs. What
have our student
oliticos - and the
Labour Club on the
left in particular done to oppose
this erosion of our
education system?
Not a lot, argues
Alastair Walker ,
Secretary of the
Socialist Workers'
Student Organisation (SWSO) .
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cuts" to quote from the Labour
Club's 'Red Leiter'. "The recent
cuts already upon us are unfortunately unavoidable" is the
argument advanced by the Labour
Club, therefore the best we can do
is to minimise their effects. In
order to accomplish this we must
have information on University
finances and we must elect
responsible representatives to
argue for the "alternative plan"
policy. This is a policy of defeat
because it is so thoroughly infused
with reformist ideas which have
fai led time and time again.
WHY THIS POLICY FAILS:
This "alternative plan" policy
fails for a number of reasons ,
which can easily be shown:
1. Although it is supposed to be a
two-pronged policy - an attack
on government policy and a
defence of the University through
minimising the effects of the cuts
it does not require much
imagination to see which iriterest
will predominate. The effect on
Edinburgh is obviously the most
important to us, therefore
attention will centre on a plan for
alleviating the effect of the cuts lt would not be surprising to see the
attack on government policy
disappearing altogether. The
"al ternative plan" policy therefore
divides our interests from those of
other Universities threatened by
cuts.
2. It divides the interests of the
academic staff, the non-academic
staff, and the students within the
University. Instead of putting their
energi8s into fighting cuts, each
group will be trying to maintain its
interests when it comes to
deciding where the cuts will be
made.
3. It is a policy of permanent
retreat. The implementation of this
round of cuts in the 'fairest' way
will not do anything to co mbat the

next round of cuts. We cannot
afford to sit and wait for a new
government which will restore
education. Even if Labour do get in
at the next election there is no
guarantee that they will reverse
current education cuts (remember
Shirley Williams). At sometime a
movement must be built to fight
the cuts and the sooner. the
movement is started the more
chance we have of success.
4. It is a policy of co mpromise with
the University bureaucracy.
Compromise and negotiation DO
NOT WORK and history proves it!
In May SWSO urged a policy of
direct action to prevent the
Principal accepting cuts .
However, we were told that this
would antagonise the University
and they wou ld not listen to our
case. Well, there was no direct
action , only negotiation and
compromise and what was the
result? The worst possible cuts
that we could have had.
5. To have even the slightest
chance of working this policy
requires a mass of information
from the Principal, and he has
made it clear that he won't give
any. t.nergy will be diverted into
fight ing for information - witness
the stress on information in the
Labour Club's own 'Red Leite(.
Although we fully support open
meetings and free access to
information for all staff and
students this is not the major battle
- that must always be fighting the
cuts.
6. It is a policy of individual action
only. Letter writi.ng , signing
peti t ions and sitting on
committees are all very well, but
they do not give any sense of
solidarity or common pu rpose.
This policy leaves the vast majority
of students out in the cold.

WHAT IS SWSO POLICY?SWSO policy is very simple not cuts at all!!! This policy should
be pursued because it overcomes
the difficu lties faced by the Mark
Kennedy/Labour Club etc policy
1. It is a policy of unity. All sections
of the University are united behind
one aim - that of total opposition
to the cuts. We are also united
through the slogan: " NO CUTS"
with those Universities much more
badly hit than us. We CANNOT
unite with other Universities
around the principle of 'alternative
plans'.
2. It is not a policy of rhetoric
against cuts it is a policy of direct
action in our workplace against
the whole principle of cuts.
Workers all Over the country are
being told that the companies for
which they work cannot afford to
continve with the same work
force, so they must accept Some
redundanc ies or the factory will
close down. We say that it is no use
complaining to the government
while accepting cuts in the
workplace, the workers must take
action against their employers
through occupations, blackings,
and pickets - the situation in the
University is no different. Mark
Kennedy constantly voices his
solidarity with workers fighting for
their jobs and always gives to their
fighting funds, so if he is to remain
consistent he must devote his
energy entirely into fighting the
cuts.
3. Our policy draws students into
activity. We do not pretend that all
students will be involved, but the

minority who wish to be involved
can draw in others and much can
be achieved with only a few - the
University has a number of
vulnerable spots. Collective action
ca n change people much more
than individual action can.
POLITICS OF REFORMISM :
The Labour Club and associates
advance the 'alternat ive plan '
policy because of the nature of
their politics. You can either work
within the state and acceot its
limitations or you can smash the
state, there is no in-between. The
Labour Party believe that by
utilising the state machinery they
can bring about socialism -this is
sheer nonsense. The state arose to
m8intaln and defend the interests
of capitalism not to help herald in
socialism. The example of Chile
tragically shows the results of any
attempt to reform the state. The
Labour Party's obsession with
General Elections and keeping in
with the system is reflected in the
Labour Club. In 'Red Letter' they
aooeal to students to elect
responsible representat ives , ~
contribution to fighting the cuts.
No hint of direct action. attacking
the University's implementation of
cuts, or getting students actively
inyolved.
In University SWSO produced
over ten leaflets compared to the
Labour Club's two, we put forward
three General Meeting motions to
the Labour Club's zero and we
brought in a delegation from
'Laurence Scotts'. This is not
because Labour Club members
are lazy and SWSO members are
extremely active or because
members of the Labour C lub are
not socialists. but because we
have a different perspective - we
are not obsessed with being
elected. For us the main activity is
getting as many people involved in
decision making and implementation as possible. The Labour Party
has as one of its aims: "To secure
for the producers by hand and
brain the fu ll fruits of their industry
..." They key word is 'for' - just
leave it to us and we'll do it for you.
We say that workers must secure
tliA f111I fruits of their industry for
themselves!

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Negotiation?
Negotiation , not
SWSO's pointless
policy of confrontation, is the policy
advocated
by
Stephen Cameron ,
Pres ident of the
Labour Club .

Groups to the left of the Labour
Party continually hurl abuse at it
for its failings . Trotskyists like the
SWP never like to miss an
opportunity when they can have a
good "di g" at the Labour Party and
they show remarkable ingenuity in
obscuring minor complications
which may get In the way of that:
issues like unemployment,
education cuts - you know the
sort of things that Tory governments like to do.
The fact remains , howeverL that
Labour is the only one committed
to achieving progress towards a
Socialist society through parlia-

mentary democracy ; groups like
the SWP are not. That is the first
major distinction between the two
groups. The second is that Labour
had power at national government
level (as well as local level) and is
likely to do so again; the SWP, in
their striving towards a violent
overthrow of the state, will never
have lo face this task. In their
wholehearted condemnation of
the Labour Party the SWP fly in the
face of the indisputable advances
Labour have made for the ordinary
people of this country. Moreover,
in the face of the severest capitalist
attack on the people of this
count ry displayed by a government since the war, the Labour
Party is, and just as important is
seen by the vast majority of
people, seen as the only credible
alternative. The SWP may not like
th is state of affairs, but they must
recognise it, for to do anything
else is to enter into self-delusion.
Th e Labour and trade un ion
movement are and wilr cont inue to
be the ba ckbone of the working
people's struggle for a better and
more eQuitable life.
While groups like the SWP and more noticeably their youth
brigade SWSO - display a fervent
an imosity and sectarianism

towards the Labour Party worthy
of a better cause, we in the Labour
Party, at our various levels -in the
opposition benches at Westminster, our councillors at District
and Regiona l level , our predominance in the unions , all the way
down to local party branches and
university Labour clubs - are
actually effectively contributing to
the ballle against Thalcherism.
SWSO (Socialist Workers'
Student Organisation) can
certainly make a handful - I mean
that literally of committed
recruits plunge themselves into
student political activity . Nol that
they can actually gain recruits~or
acceptance of their political
message: more, sort of "raising the
students level of"
well
" political consciousness". Ed inburgh University Labour Club has
set about things rather differently. Instead of the "high profile"
amongst Edinburgh University
students approach apopted by
SWSO, the Labour Club - while
doing its bit w ithi n the University
as I shall recount later recognises that there is a
communi ty outwith the University
and is active In it. Many of our
members are ac tive in local
Labour Party branches and

constituencies. At the CND rally in
London on 24th October, ten of
our members were there, as they
were at the recent rally in Glasgow
in support of Solidarity. Several of
our members - including myself
- spent a week in Crosby recently
at the recent by-election there
ca mpaigning for the Labour Party.
This is a practice we intend to
co ntinue in greater numbers, both
in the forthcoming Hillhead byelection and in the May Regional
elections, and elsewhere. You see,
we in the Labour Club recog nise
that we are part of a wider
community: the students who
comprise the Socialist "Workers"
Student Organisation would do
well to recognise that.
At a specifically student level the
EU Labour Club is far from
inactive. The Labour Club has over
70 members, about half of whom
have joined this year for the first
time. This makes us the largest
left-wi11g group at the University
(rumour has It that SWSO has

seven members but that can't be
right ; one always knew that the
"vanguard" would be small!) . This
academic year the Labour Club
has held 12 public meetings
ranging from Labour's alternative
strategy to Civil Defence. We have
taken part in student actions and
demonstrations and our members
are active in the anti -cuts
campaign in the University. I noted
that at the last two anti-cuts
meetings at wh ich there were 26
and 29 people In attendance
respectively , Labour C l ub
members accounted for 12 on the
first occasion and 14 on the
second not that anyone's
cou nting - but I only noted two
members of SWSO present on
each occasion.
The message is then that if you
are in sympathy with the left and
want to do something effective,
join Edinburgh University Labour
Club at one of our regular
meetings on Frid~ys, at one
o'clock in the.DHT.
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•Films
••
Calton Studios

Cameo

Sti r C razy (AA)

T he French Lieutenant's Woman
(AA) 2.30, 5.00, 7. 40
If you know John Fowles ·
wonderful · book . you'll probably
be justly disappointed. If you don't
you'll love it. See it with an open
mind; it's a very pretty film.
especially the bits with Jeremy

6.00, 8. 30
Gene Wilder and Richard Pryor
scrape the bottom of the barrel. A

cringe a minute.
Divine Madness (AA)
Frl/ Sat 11 pm
Bette Midler. What more can I say?
Noth ing, as I haven't actually seen
it.

Film house
Lightning Over Water
Thu rs-Sat. 6 an d 8
House of Light and
Straight to the Heart
Mon/Tues
I'm sorry, but I have never even
heard of these films , and nei ther
has my (out-of-date) Halliwell's.
Th e Conductor
Wed/ Thurs
Has more in common with Rough
Treatment than many of Andrez1
Wadja ' s other fi l ms . Almost

Irons.

Dudley Moore, Liza Minnel l i and
John Gielgud in a frivolous
cocktail that's a hell of a lo t more
larfs than even Refreshers' Happy
Hour.
Eye of the N eedle (AA)
8.30
WWII spy story starring Donald
Sutherland. I haven't seen ,t, but it
sounds OK.
La Cage Au x Foiles (AA ) and
Coming Home (X)
Saturday 11 .15 pm
The former is a tremendously
funny comedy, the other a
tremendously serious Vietnam
prOlest f ilm. Both are excellent.

EU Film Society
Forthcoming Events

ill

2. MldnigHt Express (X)

3.25, 8.10
McVlcar (X)

1.10, 5.55

2.30, 7.00

2.20, 4.54, 7.28
Uses the old Brief Encounter
trick of marrying a genteel
middle-class love story to a
suitably genteel piece o f music.
The music gets louder as the
marriages break up. Excruci atingly tasteful. but well made
and entertaining.
3. Gregory's Girl

3.00, 5.20, 8.15
Grange Hill on ice, shaken, stirred
and a hell of a lot more effervescent. Modern boys, modern girls,
Clare Grogan and a funky
penguin, what more could you
want? It's ironic that to see the
only film around that thumbs its
nose at the celluloid elite. you'd
have to book ages in advance.

Caley
SOB (AA)

4.05, 7.45
Secret Policeman's Ball (AA )

2.30, 6.05
The celebrated bit where Julie
Andrews bares her tits is a fair
indication of the standard pred ictble (offbeat??) humour to be
ound in Blake Edwards' trite(r)
ollow-up to 10. The Secret
oficeman 's Ball is OK 1f you like
ohn Cleese et all and are after
larfs.

Superb music. photography and
acting makes Midnight Express an
unforgettable experience. But
watch. Though not exactly antiTurkish . its fervently pro the
frtsbee -th rowing all-American
Billy Hayes Nole Billy's father's
startling resemblance to Richard
Nixon . Directed by Alan Parker.
with Brad Davis and John Hurt.
McVicar stars Roger Daltrey. who
says that if he hadn t been a pop
star he'd have been a criminal
Here's his chance.
3. Gallipoli (A)
1.35, 5.25, 7.25
Stylish WWl ripping yarn. lots of
d1shy extras from The Sullivans.

UNECO
Lunch in Pleasance Bar betwe en
1- 2 pm.
Yoga and Relaxation
Chaplaincy Centre, SR2. at 1 pm.
Economics Society
Pu b lu nch at 1 pm in Southsider.
Labour Club
DHT Faculty Room No rth at 1 pm.
EUFSS Crown Folk Club
Burn s Ni ght

Sat 30th Jan
Odeon

you can write around 30 words on

Soft-focus. dreamlike Camelotadoabout nothing. The BBC's
Sunday teatime show was better.
The short. The Great lsambard
Kingdom Brunel , sounds highly
educational
2. The Four Seasons (AA)

Lacrosse Club: Madhatters' Party
Disco in Teviot Pa rk Room. 10.301 am. T ickets £1. Dress: Hats !

1. Arthur (AA)
2.25, 5.00, 7.50

documentary realism.

1. Excalibur (AA)

Scottish Literature Society
Brian Holton reading from his
transla tion of the Chinese epic
"T he Water Margin". 7.30 pm.
Postg raduate Union. Members
free, others 50p.

ABC

Eraserhead
Frl/Sat 11 pm
Indescribable, totally subjective,
Eraserhead ls never repulsive it's just the people who go to see it.
It's all in the mind, isn't it? The
mood is one of sadness and mild
surprise. Go and see it - and see tf

Dominion 1-2-3

Thurs 28th Jan

Gambay Beat - Reggae and Soul
Club : Live music at Chambers
Street Union . 8 om-1 am .

Communist Students and Labour
Club: Disco in Pleasance Bar. 8
pm-12 midnight.
Chambers Street Union
Disco with live band. 60p.
Gambay Beat - Reggae and Soul
Club: Live music at Spartans Club,
12 Buccleuch Street. 8 pm-1 am.

Music
Playhouse Thea tre
L'Eglsto by Cavalli
3rd and 5th Feb at 7.15 pm

Usher Hall
SNO playing Fantasia on a
theme of Thomas Tallis and
Mahler's Symphony No. 9

Fri 29th Jan
Pleasance
6.45 pm Salon Kitty
Starring Helmut Berger
9.00 pm The 1930 version of
Dracula starring Bela Lugosi

Sun 31st Jan
Pleasance
Charlie Chaplin double bill
6.45 pm Modern Times
8.15 pm The Great Dictator

Wed 3rd Feb
Pleasance

Queen's Hall
Chamber Orchestra Concert
Thurs 28th Jan at 7 45 pm
Caritas Concert
Berlioz Overture " les
Juges"
Karl Goldmark " Rustic Wedding"
Beethoven P,ano concerto No. 3
Sun 31st Jan at 7 30 pm
Chamber Orchestra Concert
Wed 3rd Feb at 7.45 pm

Reid Hall

Alfred Hitchcock double bill
6.45 Rebecca
9.00 pm Dial M for Murder

Coming Soon

SWSO meeting on " Imperialism
and the Middle East" by John
Arthurs. DHT Faculty Room North
at 1 pm .

Organ Recital by George W ilson
including Bruhns. Scheidt. Schildt
andJ S Back. Fn29thJanat1.10
pm

St Cecilia's Hall
The St Cecllla's Singers, directed
_ _,_.,. by Herrick Bunney, sing ,terns
from Lassus, J S Bach and
Vaughan Williams. Sun 31st Jan.
7.30 pm.

Exhibitions
Calton Gallery

National Gallery

General exhibition, mainly
Victorian paintings.

Until 31st Jan
Turner and George IV in
Edinburgh - Watercolours from
the Vaughan Bequest.
3rd Feb-31st March
Prints and Drawings by David
Allan .

Netherbow Arts Centre
Exhibition of Botanical Watercolours in the restaurant.

Natural History Museum
Until 6th Feb
Bird Art Exhibit ion at the
Roya l Scottish Academy.
Ame rican, Ca nadian and British
artists, exhi b iting pain tings and
scu lptu res.

The Henderson Gallery
Until 4th Feb
Recent works by H ugh Buchanan .

National Gallery
of Scotland
Until 13th Feb
" A Curious Life for a Lady".
Isabella L. B ird ( 1881-1904).
Until 27th Feb
" T reasu res fo r Scot land"
Until April
T reasures of the N ational Library
o f Scotland.

The Scottish Gallery

Talbot Rice Art Centre

Un til 6th Feb
David Scott and Jim Hardie.

Until 5th Feb
Contemporary British Tapestry.

g

The Fru itmarket Gallery

N.ews 57 Gallery

Until 24th Feb
Still Vladimir Mayakovsky.

Until 30th J an
Philip Reeves Retrospective.

"h
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"John Wesley ", at 8 pm in the
ety Room , Nico lson Square
etl odist Church .

Fine Art Society
Life drawing, 6.30-8.30 pm, in Fine
Art Dept, 19 George Square. sop a
session. Con tac t 556 4248 for
further info .
Chambers Street Union
Happy Hour 8-9 pm.
Spi rits 29p; Beer 39p.
EU Com Soc
Disco in Bobby McGees, 9.30 pm2.30 am.

Ion 1st Feb
t11nburgh Student Charities
,.,.., Gen eral Meeting in Teviot
>• at 7.30 pm . All welcome.
ES18II at King 's Buildings, 12
n-2pm.

Wed 3rd Feb
Gay Soc meets DHT 3.18 at 1 pm.
Transcendental Meditation at 4
West Newington Place at 8 pm .
The Grand Edinburgh Adventur-

ing Society meets at Pleasance at
7 pm . This week Is the General
Society

Synod of the Society.
SANE meets in Chaplaincy
SR2, at 2 pm.

The Police and the Public In
Scotland Today
A public seminar to be held in
Lecture Hall 8, DHT, on Saturday,
27th Feb.
Edinburgh Arab Society . are
organising a debate on the
Violation of Human Rights in Iran
to be held on 27th Feb. Any society
interested in sending a
representative to make a 10minute speech should write to the
Edinburgh Arab Society, 60 Th e
Pleasance, before 1st February
1982.

Clog Dancing

Theatre School of
Dance and Drama

Tuesday evenings practice.

106 St Stephen St 3 226 5533

Mon . 7-8 pm . Modern Dance
Beginners ; 8-9 Adult Ballet.
Tues 5.15-6.15 pm. Beginners'Tap
Dancing ; 6. 15-7. 15 pm , Advanced
Tap.
Wed 5.30-6.30 pm Adult Ballel.
Thurs 6.30-7.30 pm , Advanced
Adult Ballet , 7 30-8.30 pm Modern

Dance Begi nners.

Fri 29th Jan

Frl No dance classes.

Fad Gadget Nite Club
From the Mute stable, home of
Depeche Mode, SIiicon Teens etc.
Present an effete spectable not
born out by their music which 1s
often rough and aggressive. Worth
seeing for their morbid sense of
humour viz Ricky's Hand, about
======::;--;;;;;-,• said character losing one

Sat 12.45-2 pm Open Ballet class
(1ntermed1ate to advanced)
£1.75 per class for all types

01

dance.

Venue as yet undecided -co ntac
the secretary, Barbara Smith, a
337 8653 for details. Beginner
welcome. Look out for the Fol
Festival beginning at the end o
March for a week - featuring clog

dancing .

Morris Dancing
The Beltane Rappers
Renowned (or notorious?) for
their Rapper dancing wh ich
involves bendy strips of metal with
swivel handles. Also Pitman 's
Dance with short swords. Contact
Philip Wenham , 337 8753 for
details.
The Lothian Morr\smen
Rapper and Pitman's dan ce.
Con tact Mike Penny for details:
Temple 362. Look ou t for Fol
Festival in March.

Theatre

Teddy Pendergrass Playhouse
Theatre
Thrill to the sound of one of

America 's most successful black
artists (OK, so I don 't know
anything else about him. So

Sammy Hagar Playhouse
More metal mayhem from Hagar
the horrible. N o doubt you'll all
have fun indulging In mass bouts
of head shaking , but will he make
you think? In fact , after the g,g. will
'-,~--~----.,,---.,,~----------~------------~-...1"':you even be capable of rational
thought?

9

•Hot •Spot•
i ~'

Ski Club: Lunch in Dutil Room
Pleasance, 12.30-2 pm.
EUGC : Gliding Club meets 1.30
pm in TV Room in Chambers
Street Union.
SWSO meets in Chaplaincy
Centre at 4.30 pm.

op
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OK Jive N1te Club
A superf1c1al blend of lightweight pop' vacousness that
ultimately drowns in its own self
consciousness.
Oefm1tely
not
recommended. (Not that we would
try to dissuade you from treating ,t
as a test of endurance)

Sunday 31st

The Cooltones Valentino's
Exhibit a danceable brand of
upwards pop' mobility. A relatively
unknown quantity , as yet, but hold
your breath, all will be revealed on
Saturday.

Blow Dry 2000 JJ"s
Coufd this lot possibly be
p,sstake of Haircut 1QQ? Perish th
thought. Go anyway, and tan tal!s
palate with JJ's usual cocktai
of think chat/dance,drunk
bankrupt.

Thursdays

Fridays

Jim Petrie's Jazz Band
Glenelg Hotel, Leamington Ter
Kenny Fraser Trio
Capercaillie, Leith
West End Jazz Band

Late night jazz at the Queen's
Hall, Clerk St, 10 pm .
Th is week: Louisiana Ragtime

0

Royal Lyceum

Bedlam Theatre

Starting on 2nd Feb
Heroes and Others
A play by Catherine Lucy
Czerkawska about the political
upheaval In Poland
Week nights at 7.30
Fri and Sat at 8 pm
Matinee: Sat 4 pm

Dadayama - Media Entertainment by "Tlbs"
Thurs, Fri, Sat the 28th, 29th,
30th Jan at 8 pm
£1 for video, film, slides and
theatre

King's Theatre
Still Jack and the Beanstalk until
13th Feb. Terry Scott, Jimmy
Logan and Una McLean.
Evenings Mon-Sat at 7 pm
Matinees Wed and Sat at 2.15 pm

Churchill Theatre
An Ideal Husband by Oscar
Wilde. Until Sat 30th Jan, 7.30
pm

Traverse Theatre
Still closed

port
days
Gentleman Quintet
--enouille. Abercromby PI

Menzies Hotel , Royal Terrace
Spirits of Rhythm
La Grenouille
Charlie McNair Hokum Band
Th e Garrick, Bread Street

Band, Jim Petrie's Jazz Band,
Swing '82 and West End Jazz
Band play for charity.
Tickets £2 towards the Queen 's
Hall Fund .
Lachlan McColl Quartet
La G renou ii le

Saturdays
Lunch: Duo, Afton Hotel,

Grosvenor Crescen t
Evening: Louisiana Ragtime
Band, La Grenouille

sdays

toun Bar, Morrison St
ge Boyd Jazz Band

renoU1lle
d McDonald Trio
Studios

Shlnty
Edin Univ v. Glasgow
At Peffermill

Hockey
Women's 1st XI v. Trinity
At Peffermill

Basketball
Scottish Universities team (SUBA)
v Scottish Juniors

McNalr's Hokum
let, Rose Street

ng 1
n Bar, Bread Street
a Ragtime Band

Sat 30th Jan
Football (Uni)
1st XI v. Selkirk
2nd XI v. Spartans 2nd XI
Colts v. Heriot-Watt
At Peffermill

Sundays
Lunch: Festival City Jazz Band
Barnton Hotel, Queensferry Rd
Evening: Scottish Jazz Advocate
Caledon,an Hotel, Princes St
Gumbo Jazz Band
Spider's Web , Morrison St

Prelude to British Universities
tournament. At Pleasance.
Football (pro)
Hearts v Motherwell At home.
Hibs v. Rangers Away

Greyhound Racing
Th urs day and Saturday,
Powderhall Stadium 7.30 p.m.

Salome can
dance final
465m-Toy 81rd, Cobh Llbeny, f\11t:a1dy11
Magp,e. E,gg, Drumbeg Garnet. Bright
Mercury
465rn Spence lass. Aun On Sue
Greenlane Sandy, Dad's Wish Nana Agatn,
Windy Prairie
465m-Prec,ous Opal, Ballyknock Hulk.
Brldevlew Prince Racing Song, De~rychnn
Fun. Woodhllt Fly
465m- Roving Mick. Mil l own Pl1tie, Sole
Pnnce. First Born, Dark Miller. Mayfield
Rasper
465m· - The Muln, "'Shah Miller. Woodhill
Boy, Soaf Thal s a Cracker, Shandon Spots
465m- Vlklng Prince Donal's Boy. Dark
Judgement. Coffee Krng For 1he Law. Derby
Band1I
465m l111al Wellspring Magp1 (scr)
Smok~alley {scr). Orumbeg Avenue (5):
Lady Lmdons (5)
Penny Thistle (5).
""'OEBUACA'S SALOME (9)
465m B"vllle B lack Gander Glen
Bamk irk Bndgc. Wmdow Smasher May
Champion. Orumbeg Rose

For Salurday· Carrick Jumbo,
Flash. Very Friendly.

Kiowa
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Pipped At The Post!
,uu,:

"The St John's team were ... well .
an arrogant shower.'.'
-Magnus Moodie
Denied victory only
by the quick wits of
Queen's Univerity, Belfast, in the
inal, Edinburgh 's
University Challenge team were
ne of the big
uccesses of 1981 .
Ein Robertson met
hree of our gallant
heroes and quizzed
hem on their
evastati ng proress.
How then had the 1981 bid for
the University Challenge title
come about? About 50 people
responded to advertisements and
he top ten, after sitting a written
paper, were cut down to five by a
round of oral questioning with
buzzers.
The team that emerged were
surprisingly homogeneous - all
from Edinburgh, three studying
Law etc. Even the exception. David
/re/and , after graduating MA
(Hons) in Politics and Modern
History, is now planning to take
the two -year Law degree. Stuart
Liddle -the reserve who stood by
ready to fill the breach if any of the
team succumbed to disease,
alcohol, Manchester tap water etc.
- also broke the pattern in being a
Medic. While the opportunity of·
bask ing in the aura of the
television lights never arose, his
compatriots were agreed that he
deserved an honourable mention
for t)is. cheerful solidarity.

Magnus Mood ie, at 19, was the
youngest finalist, in sharp contrast
to Messrs Grier and Campbell.
Nicholas Grier, graduate of
Worcester College, Oxford, and
former English master at Stewart's
Melville, now intends to go to the
Scottish Bar. lain Campbell has
attended various academic institutions and worked in assorted jobs
and was a semi~inalist in ''Mastermind" . choosing such esoteric
specialist subjects as Byzantine
History.

Recording Sessions
Filming of the games took place
in the evening (in the studio next to
the "Crown Court" studio). after
rehearsals in the afternoon which
were psychologically important in
building up the team 's confidence.
according to Magnus Moodie . By
this time, the bands of mascotbrandishing, scarf-waving
supporters were in position . Of
Edinburgh's coachload of
supporters, Magnus Moodie was
moved to say: "Phenomenal
support. Couldn't have done it.
without them . Over the moon ."
The ke:{ element in competitiveness seemed to be personal
antagonism. The team's most
difficult match had been against
Swansea and this was due to the
fact that, despite Swansea's overconfidence and the relaxed
approach, they were "quite nice
guys" and the killer instinct was
lacking .
Similarly, while Christ ' s
Cambridge had been the team
most effectively routed with the
Edinburgh team collecting 200
points in a row, the slaying of St
John's, Cambridge , was considered their most satisfactory
victory. Mr Moodie described
them charitably as "an arrogant
shower of fuckers" and this

appellation was warmly endorsed
by Mr Ireland.
My opinion that there was a
distinct lack of scientific questions
met with agreement on all sides.
Nicholas Grier felt this was due to
Bamber Gascoigne·s background
with a degree in English and a
virtual ignorance of scientific
issues. While questions were
moslly set by a chap called
Colonel Watson and some were
submitted by the public, Bamber
was responsible for the final
vetting.

Public School Bias
The paucity and undemanding
standard of science questions lent
the programmes .. a very definite
public school bias" in Magnus
Mood,e's words, and David Ireland
opined further that practicalminded universities like Bradford
and Heriot-Watt were severely
disadvantaged.
What kind of a chappy was
Bamber himself then? With an
Eton , Magdalene College,
Cambridge and Ya le background,
he was the Observer's theatre
critic for a period and he wrote and
presente·d the documentary epic
" The Christians" in 1977.
Nicholas Grier succinctly
summed up the team 's impressions of Bamber thus:
"He's very likeable and
suppose he's a bit impersonal. In
some ways, he's rather consciously charming but he's also
very professional."

Association Assumption
The quest ion of appearance
fees caused a slight sense of
grievance amongst team members
since the Students' Association
received the cheques from
Granada on the team 's behalf
Unlike some other universities'
associations who acted merely as
clearing bankers, dividing the
whole sum among team members
and reserves . E USA seem to have
assumed from the outset that an
appreciable deduction would be
made.
lain Campbell acted as

Bamberoozlers!
Fifty students tried to get onto
Edinburgh's University Challenge
team. The four who made 1t did
very well , but found these
questions particularly tough. Can
you do any better?
(1/ wnat was the grey import
from North America which
gradually displaced its smaller
British cousin?
(ii) A substance was developed
at the Farnborough Research Lab
in the 1960s which was half the
weight of steel and five times the
strength, and led indirectly to the

collapse of the Rolls-Royce aeroengine group in the early '70s:
what is it?
/iii) Who succeeded Edward
Gierek as Secreta ry General of the
PUWP in 1980?
(iv) Where is the Province of
Orange, from which the Princes of
Orange took their name?
(v) What was the former name
of the county now known as
Gwent?
(vi) Who said in 1735: "Dans ce
pays-ci ii faut necessaire de temps
en temps tuer un amiral pour
encourager les autres?"

(vii) In English heraldry what
does a bar sinister on a shield
signify?
(viii) What is the name given to
the sect in India who follow the
Zoroastrian religious tradition?

ANSWERS
·saasJBd a1.4.1 (IJ!A) '. ,faew
-11aH1111 (/IA) '.aJ/BI/O,\ (1•) :a,14s

-lflnowuow (A) '.a:>uBJ~ uJaJSaM
(A/) !B/UB)I MB/S/UBIS (/11) !aJq/1
uoq,e:, (11) !/aJJ/nbs Aa,~ (1)

negotiator for the team, and the
eventual fraction agreed upon was
one-seven th each, the Association
reta ining two-sevenths. The team
were at pa ins to stress that they
were very willing to give the money
·10 a good cause but it was the lack
of consultation which was the
cause of annoyance. Magnus
Moodie pointed out also that two
of the team, Messrs Campbell and
Grier, were paying thei r way
through University, "not lolling
about in the extravagant luxury of
an SEO grant" and it was not just
greed for filthy lucre that was their
motiva ti on.
A decision about the destination
of the fund retained by EUSA has
been deferred since last summer,
but thanks to the in tervention of
your intrepid reporter in bringing
the matter up with the Permanent
Secretary , Dr Fishburne, it will be
made on Tuesday, 26th January,
at Finance Committee.

Being Mobbed in Law's
Th e team were very pleased with
the hospitality of Granada TV in
general , although there was one
incident which marred th is
somewhat. .A champagne
celebration
with the victors,
Queen's, at their hotel in Moss
Side (Moss Side was subsequent ly
the scene of this summer's worst
riots) turned rather sour when they
were billed for the champagne.
David Ireland considered that
Granada had not done badly out of
the Edinburgh team, who had
been offered 15 nights pre-paid
accommodation in a Manchester
hotel and had only stayed there for
three nights, returning home with
their supporters on the other
occasio ns Magnus Moodie also
wondered how they could spend
£4 million on " Brideshead " and yet
be so zealous in guarding their
coffers here.
'Had the team 's members '
lifestyles changed after their nse
to stardom? Could they go to
Law·s without being ·mobbed?
Magnus Moodie: "There was a
problem with groupies - there
simply weren't enough of them
... in fact there weren't any."
Surprising as it may seem the
team actually did receive some
(very bizarre) fan mail. A Welsh
divorcee who ran a c raft shop had
written t o l ai n Cam pb el l
proposing marriage, and Graham
from Kent had penned a note to
Magnus Moodie admiring his hair
and listing his hobbies as photography, walking, talking and bodybuilding . Mr Moodie's girlfriend
was reported to be flattered by the
contents of this epistle.
Despite the team's new-found
fame and popularity, they were
eager that I should pass on their
humble thanks to U nion
Presidents Elean or Pritchard and
Mike McBroom for all their
organisation and hel
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Into
The
Last
Eight

Round-Up
White on his promotion to the

Scbttish Universities squad at the
end of last term. The Scottish Unis
play the English Unis at lnverleith
on February 1st, kick-off 2.15, and
hopefully will be well represented.
Meanwhile the fixture list has

an

extremely

difficult one for

Edinburgh who, doubtless, will be
out to. avenge the drubbing which
a d~pleted Edinburgh team
suffered at the hands of the Dark
Blues at lffley Road last season .
Edinburgh will use this game and
the league match against
Broughton ~ext day to give all the
1st XV squad a really hard match
before their departure to Canada
on March 20th. An outstanding

international

tour is in prospect with games

flavour, with the news that Waseda
University from Japan will play
Edinburgh at Canal Field on
Friday 5th March, kick-off 2.30, as
part of their three match tour of
Britain; their other opponents are
Oxford and Cambridge . On
Sunday March 7th Edinburgh will
play host to L'E.S.S.E.C. from
France, to complete a hectic
weekend, which should see some
entertaining rugby.
Other visitors to Canal Field will

against the University of British
Columbia, . Oak Bay Wanderers,
Cowichan. University of Victoria,
and VancouvM- Rowing Club. A
party of· 25. players and two
officials will make the trip, for

been

given

include

an

Oxford

University

on

Friday March 12th kick-off 2.30.
A9ain this promises to be an

attractive match , o,ough it will be

which various fund-raising
activities are in progress. On the
social front a disco will be held at

Raceline
Anyone interested in visiting the
stables of trainer Ken Oliver in Hawick
should leave a note in the Sport' Editor's
tray at Student. There will also be a
meeting of the EU Turf Club shortly.
Look out for posters advertising this
dynamic event!

Pipers on Wednesday 3rd
February: tickets are available
from club members .

Finally, congratulations to all
the newly elected office-bearers,
who we<e foolish eoough to attend
the recent AGM .
John Hamilton

Indoor
Action
report, we were basking in the
glow of a double win over Dundee

Kirkton II and Emslies (of Elgin) ,
(the net effect of which was to
move us into fourth place in the

league (SVA, division II), and
looking forward to the tournament

play this weekend .
Saturday was the second round

of the Scottish Cup matches, the
previous

round

a well

played

defeat at the hands of last year's
National Champions (M IM) . This
round, against Jets II , proved
unrewarding .

Squash
League Report, Autumn Term
Once again. Intra-Mural Squash
has been a popular and successful
competition with 41 teams
competing in thefiveopen leagues
and a further five in the ladies

league.

Only

the

continuing

limitation of court time prevents an
even greater participation.

The Summer Knock-out Cup
will take place next term and any

team wishing to take part (whether
they are in the league or not)
should contact me at either Dept.
CJ! Child Life and Health, 17 Lutton
Place (phone 667 3536 or 667
2617) or leave a note in the IntraMural Squash pigeon-hole at the
Sports Centre.
Neville Belton

Secy/ Org. 1/ M Squash.

Glasgow in the first round, later to
be for nothing , as their
organisational errors dictated a

reply of the event. This resulted in
a combined preliminary and final
found format this Sunday.
We were fortunate to play the
preliminary matches in the small

Though we played well against,
Strathclyde (who re-acquired the
temporary services of several
division one players). we

eventually fell , 0-2 (set score).

On the basis of the term's

Aberdeen proved more amenable
to our concentrated efforts and

of the top and bottom two teams
in each division has taken place

Sunday was altogether different
the Scottish Universities
Championships. You "!18Y recall
our hard fought team win over

with some rest before the finals .

results , promotion and relegatiop

and the spring term programme
has started with the reorganised
leagues - Baird House are th_

easier and, in somewhat dubious
form , we advanced to the next
round .

section (3 teams). providing us

Rugby
With the inclement weather
we've enjoyed of late any hopes of
completing

all

league

fixtures

gave us both a win (2-0) and a
position in the finals (Heriot-Watt,
Glasgow, Strathclyde , Edinburgh) .

Noticeable in the league tables

have died a cold, soggy death and
with Medics looking good for the
title, thoughts are beginning to

are the continuing advances of

centre on the Seven's Tournament

both Bacteriology and Zoology
(now in Divisions 2 and 3
respectively) after joining the
competition in the bottom l~ague

which will be held weather
permitting, at Canal Field on
Wednesday March 3rd (2 pm
start) . Any group of seven

to embarrass Heriot-Watt (also
with division one temporary

and the narrow avoiding of
relegation by Administration in
Division 1.

'athletes' can obtain an entry form
from their Sports Convener or

performance: Lincoln hammering ,

newcomers in Division 5.

One disappointment is the
relative lack of activity in the
Ladies League with only five teams
entered and in only four matches

did both sides have full teams.
Attempts to stimulate the ladies
into more activity on the squash
fr ont have so far been

from the Sports Union Office.
Entries will only be accepted on
these entry forms .
Anybody interested in refeering
should contact me as soon as

possible (441 4172).
lain McIntosh

Secy/ Org 1/ M Rugby

The University Hockey 3rd XI
progressed to the quarter-finals of
the Reserve Cup with an emphatic
5-0 win on Saturday_. The visitors,
East Kilbride, found themselves
under intense pressure and
profited from poor finishing and
bewildering umpiring to be only 2c
D down at half time. Both goals
being scored by Fretz.
In the second half the standard
of play fell as both sides battled to
stay on their feet long enough to
hit the ball. The University had to
rely on their short corner expertise

to bring their three goalsad,
from Macleod (2) and Robertson
Special mention must be made

otn unn and Gorman who adapted

If you'll recall from our last

Intra-Mural
Reports

11
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Rugby Club
The Rugby Club's playing programme has been slashed by the
weather recently , but plenty has
been happening off the field .
Firstly, congratulations to Bill

Thursday, 28th January 1982

It was at this point we really
c·ame alive.
·
In our best set of the year we

hammered and blocked, as a team,
players) with the loss of the first
set (15-13). In a magnificent
Douggie

setting

the

offence,

Robin shouting encouragement

(and fine setting) , Oliver diving(!) ,
Crawford and Bob blocking, Ben
hustling, lain (on ankles) and
Robin T providing the needed off
court

guidance.

Heriot-Watt,
the

were

Unfortunately ,

gradually
ettin

realised

thrashed and

hence picked up the pace. to
eventually win ihe round 2-1 (later,
to go on to beat Glasgow for the
championship). All told , good
day's performance, which , though
it resulted in only a fourth place
finis h, was satisfying to all.

superbly to the poor conditions

and Mapplebeck whose contribut
ion to the East Kilbride cause wa
immense.
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Arts News

Exhibitions

Architects Have A Ball

City
Culture

By Jo Wilson
After the success of the Winter
School ef Architecture held at the
Mackintosh School in Glasgow
last year, which attracted 260
students, it was decided that this
innovative

idea

should

be

repeated in 1982, in Edinburgh.
Edinburgh was chosen because it
has two schools of architecture in
cklse proximity, is a city away from
London where otherwise much of
Britain 's cultural activity seems to

take place, and where student
1ctivity has been high for the last
four years in questioning
structure of education.

the

This year the Winter School is
al most three times as large as last
year's with 650 students taking
part in an intense week of
al ternative architectural education
The School is set up and
o rganised by students for
students, an attempt to show that
education in architect ure and in
the fields to whi c h it relates is not a
matter of sufferi ng until the final
as sessment, but of enjoyi ng t he
process by wh ich o ne learn s in
order to make the learning mo re
effective. Many stu dents feel that
architectural edu catio n in the constrained fo rm in wh ich it exists in
Britain is concern ed too much
wi t h a sse ss ment and w it h
vocat ional training for a.n overp ro tective pr o fessio n . Many
co mmentators are now speculating that if arch itecture as a distinct
of skills, is to survive, some better
'arm of ed ucation wil l have to be

adopted .

The

students

organ ising

four

Edinburgh

their normal programmes.

th e

The four organ isers, all fifth year
students, have worked hard to
make this Schoo/'a success. They

event

remarked : " We hope that all
partici pants will be coming in i he
same sp irit -

' marks'

not to acquire

but

with

a

ge neral

enthusiasm for design that
translates into a pass ion for
learning and cont ribu ting in a
stimulating environm ent.''

The School began on Sunday
24th January ·and runs until
Saturday 30th January and du ri ng
the week the students , from a
m ixture of schools of archi tectu re
in Britain, will be working in

groups

of 21

w ith

celebrated

architects invited from Britain and

abroad (three from USA, two from
S..ved en, one from Denmark and
one from Belgium ) who have set a
w ide diversity of programmes

have oargani sed accommodation

fo r the students, publicity and
even

a

appears

dil y

at

newspaper which

10

o'clock

every

morning informing the students of
events and activities happening

throughout the day, as well as the

progress of each projec t, leading
up to the presentations on the last
day when each groi.Jp presents its
week 's activities to the School as a
w hole. The work will also be on
view to the public.

Th e eye-catching Winter School·
logo features the Reverend Ian.
Wal ker skating on Duddingston
Loch, a picture by Raeburn in the
National Gallery.

Sarah Murray rounds up
this week's Edinburgh
exhibitions.

•

The paintings of Philip Reeves at
the New 57 Gallery are predominantly abstract, many looking like
the mess that's been left behind on
the art room table . However, this is

not necessarily bad . Some
co l lages make interesting

EDINBURGH
WINTER
SCHOOL

compositions , especially those in
which he combines various
co lours and textures . Often

abstract collages turn very easily
into landscapes.
It is interesting to see how his

sketches have influanced these
abstract collages: with a few

fro m landscape design up at the

simple lines he manages to convey

Castle, to the organisation of a

qualities of shape and texture
found in landscape. In the 15th
century Leonardo wrote " Look at

theatri cal prod uction. Tuto rs are
also giving lectures at luncht imes
and in the even ings on topics of
their own choice, ranging from
Richard Dem arco's "Intro ductio n

certa in walls , dirtied with various

stains . . . you will be able to see in
them a resemblance to various

to Edinburgh", on Monday, to
Coli n Ward 's "The Ghos t o f
Patric k Gedde s" o n Fr id ay,

landscapes." Is this not what Philip
Reeves is doing in the 20th

•

century ?

lead ing to informal discuss io ns
and seminars. This lectu re seri es
is open to practitioners and tc

members of the public on paymer. t
of a £5 season ticket fee.

24th_3Oth

T he excitement of this ve nture,

JAN'82

sp onsored joint l y by the
Edin burg h University and College
o f Art Schools of A rchitecture.

A remarkable collection of early
Soviet photography can be seen at•
the City Art Centre . It is
astounding that so many early
prints have actually survived and
the i r artistic quality superb .

comes not on ly fro m working
closely with unfamiliar stu dent s

Subjects range from primitive
peasant life (for example a couple
who are having their first

and tutors but also worki ng on
projects w hich are wholly alien to

encounter with an electric light

bulb) to portraits of the greaiRussian leaders, Stalin and Lenin .
One of the most stunning is
Shterenberg 's 'Worker ' who 's

Filn, house for February

worn face seems almost to be cast

in bronze. Appropriately a portrait
of Mayakovsky is included as the
By Allan Hunter
February 15th is the scheduled
opening date for the new luxury
285 seater cinema at the
Filmhouse in Lothian Road.
Many years- in the planning and
still in need of financial assistance
the new ·cinema together wii~ the

existing

and

planned

facilities

aims to turn the site into a major

and auditorium is equipped to

of screenings ranging from one-

handle 70mm, 35mm and t6mm
films as well as being fully wired
for video. Among the ti tles to be
screened in the opening months
are Ceddo,.Two Stage Sisters, The
Herd and Return of the Secaucus

off specials to·week-lon9 runs for

Seven.

focus for all kinds of film activity
within Scotland.
Cinama 1 will be open seven
nights a week with a varied group

important features. The screen ·

The ex isting 90 seater wilt close

for refurbishing but when back in
action will complement the larger
sc r een ing

in

terms

of

pro-

exhibit ion provides an excellent

supplement for the one at the
Fruitmarket.

gramm ing . The c inemas themselves wilt be complemented by
information services, a bar and

•

The premises will also continue

Li t hographs of G iacometti's
Paris are on display ~t the

to house the tong-established Film
Guild and International Festival.

month. With a frenzy of lines

restaurant and a bookshop.

Printmaker ' s Work s hop

this

Giacometti feels his way around

objects he draws, giving them a
skeleton-like quality. Even the
fi gures in his work have heads

resembl ing empty skull s. By doing
so the art ist manages to capture

fl eeting

glimpses

of

scenes

reflected on cafe windows and
busy streets; scenes which make
up his vision of Paris .

In

the

•

exhibition

'Vladim ir

Mayakovsky: 20 years of work' at
The Filmhouse front and
side.

Division of Spoils
The Scottish Arts Council this
week released details of budget
distribution for 1982/ 83 With
£10 , 200 , 000 to play w it h

applica ti ons
we re
corlsidered
against the usual criteria which
include "management, direction,
artistic quality and relevance,
evidence of local support and
applicant's achievements in
seeking other sources of income".
The following groups are among
those to receive money -Scottish
National Orchestra , Scottish

Chamber
Jazz

Orchestra,

promoters,

Basic

Platform
Square

Dance Theatre, Perth and Dundee
reps , the Glasgow Theatre Club.

Th eat r e A b ou t Glasgow ,
Borderl ine Theat re, 7:84, Wildcat
G ui zer, most art s centres and
s e veral ar t galleries and

wo rkshops.

STC have a problem
Sad to report tha t after his
recent illness lain Cuthbertson is
unable to appear as Sir Pertmax

McSycephant in Charles Mackt in's
"Man of the World·. due to open at
the Lyceum on 18 February.

views from the

Director Ewan Hooper is to take
over the leading role.

No ballet ...
Owing to " an un r eso lve d
dispu te with the M usicians' Un ion"

the Royal Opera House, Glasgow,
has announced the cancellation of

the season by Sadters Wells Royal
Ballet. Refunds are ava ilable by
returning

tickets

(do

not affix

stamps) to Theatre Royal,
Freepost , Glasgow G2 3BR .

the Fruitmarket Gallery, the
presence of this avant-garde artist
is strongly felt. He himself
organised the exhibition in 1930,
which consists of a short
telegram-style autobiography and
his work (mainly in the form of
posters). He believed in making art
accessible to the masses and not
confining it to geniuses. The
exhibition has been reconstructed
and presented as he organised it
but with translations of poster
headings and slogans from the
original exhibition. This, along
with almost life-size photographs
of Mayakovsky and the blood-red
display screens, characteristic of
the Russian Revolution, conjours
up a powerful image of Russia in
the first half of the century.
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Stalker's Summer
Fred Price talks to EUTC's Festival Administrator
about his job now and this summer.
In Edinburgh , things happen over
:he summer. Accompanying what
3vryone hopes will be fair weather
:o me the tourists, trips around the
:as tle , c logg e d streets, a
oetermined effort to appreciate
Edinburgh's history, or architecture, or paving, or whatever and the Festival. Some of the
Norld's best entertainers exhibit
lheir artisti c skill over August and.
September, while at the same time
lesser cultural fe ats take place in
le ss well known cultural
atmospheres, such as primary
schooks, ch urch hal ls, left
l uggage ro oms and Bedlam
Theatres. Bedlam Theatres, as you
well know, abound throu ghout the
co unt ry, butt he one with wh ich we
are co ncerned is at Forrest Road,
Edinburgh , and it is the home of
Edinburgh University Theatre
Company. Situated near t he Royal
Mile, it is, in fact, a sought after
ve nue for aspiring directors and
companies, and following a
successful Fringe programme last
year, the EUTC is hoping fo r bright
things this year.
John Stalker, curren t ly
President of EUTC Is this year's
Festival Admin istrat or for EUT C.
H is j~. quite simply, is to coordinate all arrangements
co ncerning the use of the Bedlam
Theatre during the Festival Fringe,
and it involves a lot of work.
Although ambitious plans are put
forward all year by members of
EUTC regarding other spheres of
activity·, the Fringe : iS obviously'
important, and so receives

•

considerable attent'ion from the
Theatre Company .
Up to twenty theatrical groups
apply every year to use the Bedlam
over the Fringe weeks, and Stalker
and his committee, which deals
with all aspects of finance,
publicity and promotions, have to
decide which of these, normally
two, will share the limelight as
crowds, we all hope, storm the
Bedlam in th eir frenzy to watch
productions there. Stalker has to
present an attractive programme
of shows in order to draw
au d iences, and so weighs up carefully th e merits of groups applying
to use the Bedlam . How long the
shows are, what sort of
entertainm ent they offer, how big
the groups are - these and other
considerations must be discussed
so that a smoo th and mutually
compatible t imetable can be
drawn up to enable an~thing up to
six sh·ows a day to be shown easily,
painlessly and entertainingly.
Actua lly managing the Theatre at
that hectic time will be no easy job.
The psychology of the whole
thing is important, Stalker was
keen to explain. Not only must
EUTC choose an original
production, but it must ensure that
the other co mpan ies have shows
which are going to encourage
people to return , perhaps later in
the same day, to see another
production by a different group. A
balanced programme featuring a
variety of interests is vital to the
success of all concerned . Benefits
accrue to those in EUTC
participating; too; the experience
gain through working with

professionals, under pressure of
time, in close co-operat1on , is
rewarding and valuable. The
presence of such people, and the
· tolerant helpfulness eliciting from
them amid the informa lity of the
whole Festival, makes the large
amou nt of work ve ry worthwhile,:
and makes up for the gall ing
problem of performing, often, in
front of negligible audiences.
Stalker will be b usy from now
on. He must appraise, select and
communicate with groups
interested in performing at th'-Bedlam . He must work towards
and hope for, fina ncial success
(the EUTC receives no special
grants for the Fringe). He must
oversee the busy w eeks
preceeding the performances and
he must, during the weeks of the
l=Astival, keep a wary eye on
everything happening in, at or.
around the Bedlam Theatre. 1 m~, ~
will be very little time tor tnose
concerned with the Fringe events
to wander around and view other
group's offerings, for all will be
exceptionally tired by the day's
end. Many people will have
worked hard to achieve any
success by September - but the
final responsibility, and the
biggest headaches, and the
longest days, will be Stalker's.

But is it Art?
, "Tibs" discuss this week's multi-media
entertainment with David Stead .
" There is a place for abstract
theatre as there is a place for
abstr~ct art. " True. But it still has
to be credible and good for people
to take notice. This is the problem
faced by the fiv e-man Tibs as they
attempt to stage Dadayama
Yabadabadoo , "a political statement in artistic terms. A statement
about the theatre and the use of
multi-media."
The presentat ion - part cabaret
and part workshop - involves
tapes , s li des , slogans and
banners: wi ll Bedlam be the same
again?
Explains Chris Atton : "The show
has no real story . It's a happening
as it were, but structured. There's
definitely a certain continuity to it.
It divides into two main parts .
Firstly, there's a historical look at
this ty pe of presentation, starting
with Dada himself. Then the
second section is really our own
ideas. We raise top ics that are not
exclusively artistic. I do a sort of
lecture cum harangue about
modern art wh ich develops into a
sort of Marxist view."
"That's not a group statement,"
pipe the others.
" No.'' returns Chris , " the show
actually falls short of my own
political views. ··
But is it political in its aims?
" Well, it is not a manifesto; and
it's much more than just chucking
things at the audience and hoping
they'll go away and think about it."
The piece runs for about an hour
and a half and is dominated by a
character called Hermes Troth, a
stand-up comedian "who has a

sort of mystique about him··, He i~
perhaps the only true character in
th e show and links the audience
with masked figures standing
behind the consoles of their multimedia equipment.
Curiouser and curiouser. The
Perpetrators are aforementioned
Chris Atton , James Mavor and
Craig Sisman - all experienced
men in the world of arts. Atton has
" done this sort of thing before". He
once belonged to ·'The Linesmen",
who relied on poetry. music and
experimental work w ith tape to win
an audience. "We weren 't very
professional. Just three guys
standing up and doing the stuff. I
think the biggest crowd was about
30. But it was essential that I did it."
Joining Ti bs on this project are
students David Galbraith and
Brian McGish .
The idea for Dadayama germinated back in September 1981
though the group stress that the
production is not their only
project. Several T1bs are
musicians and one aim is to
release a cassette of " Ed inburgh's
Alternat ive Music" and distribute it
through Rough Trade records.
"libs", whatever the future, are
keen to succeed with Dadayama
this week and stress that their
appeal is to studen ts and nonstudents alike. It remains to be
seen whether they will appeal to
anyone at all. New abstract work is
automatically treated w i th
suspicion, but by proving its
pedigree , answering its critics and
plunging us not into the abyss of
artistic anarchy, it can earn

Stage and Screen

Cracked Actor
The Reeve's Tale
Bedlam

Mephisto
Calton Studios
By Graham Gamble
Emerging from the tightly
woven skein of ideas in Hungarian
director lstvan Szabo's latest
work Mephisto What seemed to
me the central thread was the
delusory notion that art (in this
case, thea tri cal art) is an intrinsic
expression of freedom and
integrity, untarnishab le by
strictures imposed o~ it by patrons
or the political system .u nder
which it is produced .
Hendrik HOfgen, an actor in the
Germany of the 1920s and '30s,
professes this creed as the almost
sacred cause for which he must
continue to act. The film follows
his salutary career: through his
involvement first with socialist
revolutionary theatre in Hamburg,
his affairs with several women and
his final acceptance of Nazi
patronage as a means for elevation
to the pinnacle of his profession,
lhe hypocrisy of his aims 1s laid
bare together with the falseness of
l he illusion he cherish~s. The
crown he wears as the Nazis'
number one actor 1s hollow-for 1t
'has cost not less than everything:
betrayal of his friends and lovers
and consequent loss of art1st1c and
personal integrity. The role wit_h
which he ironically ident1f1es 1s
that of Meph ist ophe les, the

incarnation of virile, unscrupulous opportunist power, albei t evil.
but the part he lives is that of a selfregarding Faust .
I hope the above doesn 't give the
impression of too coldly philo-sop'h ica I a film
Meph,sto
rewards the thinker, but it is also
compelling charged with a
powerful if unlovable humanity
centred around a magnificent
performance by Klaus Mana
Brandauer, all enhanced and
blended with a keen eye for an
arresting image by Szabo's
masterly direction . Altogether
remarkable

By Graham Gamble
.
Though conspicuously dramatic, Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
present their own distinct
problems to the theatrical
producer/ director faced . with
creating a visual representation of
the very real physical world
conjured so completely by the
author, problems intensified by
the limited budget and resources
of a Bedlam lunchtime production.
David Stead is to be congratulated not only on getting his
show together in the minimum
time but also on finding the
theatrical idiom not only to
overcome his restrictions but to
suit the flavour ot the tale and to
gratify the audience. Preserving
the anecdotal feel, a disconcerting I y Hamlet-like director
endearingly narrated a more
palatable but less fruity translation
of the original, whilst a bare,
uncluttered stage, prop- less,
exaggeratedly suggestive mi_ming
and caricatured but polished
comic acting (particularly from
Dick Gidden , Eleanor Zeal and
Fred Price) all spiced with a
judicious use of ballet mu sic,
generated and sustained, except
perhaps in the later combative
stages, a pleasingly mirthful
response.
"Ne at this tale I saugh no man
h

m reve."

CRLTOD f~
**1t**STUOIOS

MONDAY-SATURDAY
Programmes 6.00 and 8.30 p.m.

STIR CRAZY (AA)
Gene Wilder, Richard Pryor
FRIDAY/ SATURDAY 11 p.m.
Bette Midler in

DIVINE MADNESS (A)
FROM MONDAY, 1st FEBRUARY

TESS (A)
Dir. Roman Polanski
Nastassia Kinski , Peter Firth , and Leigh Lawson
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Out of theNite

En,ploy rnent
UB40 signed on at
the Playhouse last
Thursday and provided lain Halpin
with·some food for
thought.

Carol i ne Binnie
watches
Nico
going
underground at the Nite
Club.
An air of hunger and despe ration prevailed in the newly
reopened Nlte Club, as I drank my
d(ink and smoked my smoke, and
waited for Nico, with a sensation 01
abandon ment. The loneliness of
the solitary night clu bber st ruck

home .

Observation

-

ze r o

integration. The gyrations o f the
crowd swel l ed and t he n
galvanized into deg r adation .
Fifteen years on, and I'm here to
see Nico. A paradox. Progress or
stasis? Who knows?
As anticipated. The Blue
Orchids unveiled their own set as
an appetiser. Powerful and
atmospheric, thei r music is very
'sixties inspired and the keyboa rds
co11ld hardly fail to remin~ i "e of
f he DOors. Weird scenes Jnside the
Goldmine for the 'eighties. Some
of the band were formerly in The
Fall, and ttfe influences remain,
but more cogent, less divergent.
Sometimes The Fall shoot up bl ind
alleyways, the Blue Orchids know
where they are going . Forward
confidently, with no compromise,
though profiting from (not relying
on) the legacy of the past. Take
note, Delm ontes.
The Velvet Underground always
had plenty of notoriety, but
popular and critical acceptance
came slowly. Loaded broke the ice
in 1970, but it also broke uo the

Nostalgia and decadence from Nico.
band. Now there_'s only th~ legend,
as Edwyn Collins and others (ad
infinitum} rush to claim ttiem .as a
seminal influence. Icons, icons.
Nico's involvement is part o f the
legend, and it's the only justificat ion for seeing her now. It's the
nearest that the clan of '82 is going
to get to the Underground or
Warho l 's Explod i ng Plastic
Inevitable . ...
She opened with Waiting For My
Man. A wave of supreme irony
poured over me as someone asked
if I thought Nico would do any
Underground material. Rock 'n'
roll myth , tarnished already? Nico
must have sussed the irony too , as
she struggled to overcome sound
problems, for no one was
interested in recent stuff like Saeta
Veqas. Vulture-like, the crowd

P,c: Gavm Fulton
waited for Reed's Femme fatale
anO Bow1e's Heroes.
Analyse it. Classic songs. no one·
could murder them , but keep
things in perspective. No Reed. no
Cale, no Yules , no Morrison, no
Tucker. Only Nico and the past,
and that's not enough fo r me. Rock
'n' roll icons tend to live on the
edge (t hat's what the Underg r ound were about), Nico ,
audacious as she is, has passed
the point of no return . Appreciate
it. please. The 'si xties have gone,
the Underground have gone, and
Nico can't change that (or
anything else!). I went home and
listened again to the Andy Warho l
album, and Nice's gutteral tones
induced poignant feelings of
sadness that lasted well in to the
night.

Rhythn1 ~nd Reason
I got rhythm - who
could ask for
anything more?
Me, says Graeme
Wilson.
Rhythm
Rhythm
Rhythm
Rhythm

1

of
of
of
ol

Life
Life
Life
Life

Who's the rhythm in your llfe
these days? James Brown?
Depeche Mode? Paul Haig? Paul
Haig! Those of us attending on
Saturday out of respect for this
mans vision foun d ourselves
cheated, sold short Josef K were
always, like Kafka, from whom
they took their name, metamorphosing, going somewhere,
from pleasing pop to diamondhard dance. The rhythm of life is
nowhere Josef K might be part of
our past but there they ' re
irrelevant, a cast-off skin.
On the low stage stand four
men, lit in a blinding green. Four
casino souls in search of the main
chance , and electronic it is. The
men are what they play - bass,
guitar. keyboards , percussion.
There is no communication with
the audience as songs are
introduced by a Close Encounters
style jingle and a voice
synthesiser. The drum machine
throbs and sets the Rhythm ol Life
in motion - its inability to provide
dynamic levels means that songs
are lacking vitality. Only Paul
Haig·s voice is a focus of atte'l..,tion
in a wasteland of formlessness.
The single Soon, assumed to
badly produced, isn't played live
but its sound turns out to be a true
rellection of the band 's

The coolest man in rock?
predicament, unlike the razor
edges of Only Fun.
The audience, having patd the
cover charge and unable to make a
tactical withdrawal to JJ's so they
can at least tell their friends they
were at the gig; without having to
suffer it any longer. A test of how
well the band holds the audience's
attention is the amount of
rectangular green things crossing
the bar on a one way trip . Here
they looked like lemmings.

~

Pie : Colette Ryan
Rhythm of Life. The nam
sugges t s essentiality, vitality,
indisposability, everything the
band are not . They disappoint in
the worst way possible having
destroyed something exciting to
being them in to existence. From
the ashes rises not a phoenix but ..
. a seagull. Rhythm of L ife can only
mean one thing - heartbeat. Paul
Haig's new vision doesn't beat in
my heart, and ·only dances on
memories.

The su pport band , N ight Doctor,
111...the p ace o f the eveni ng, and
~ the enthu siastic su pport of
the crowd . Basically a slic k reggae
act, th eir smoo th, horn-domi nated
sound provided a natu ra l prelude
to t he main act.
UB40 ope ned ca u tio usly with an
unspectacu lar Don't Let It Pass
You By but Food for Though /
restored the balance and set the
crowd up nicely. Unfort unately,
their hopes were not immediately
realised . Never the most prolific of
bands, UB40 have very li ttl e
choice in what they play, and
consequently a string of their
lesser songs broug ht us to th e end
of what had been a disappointing
first half.
The Piper Calls the Tune , a new,
song - begins ihe second to a
go~d respo nse: b~ t it was during

H1 kids! More abstractions, distract ions, subtractions, attractions and other irrelevant crap
from your favourite reptile. After
the mad social whirl that was last
week's Sn akes and Ladders.
deferential lethargy sets in. One
would guess that this was induced
by over-indulgence rather than
intense desolation following the
news that The Bluebells have been
ploughed from the fertile field that
is Postcard Records . Plucked in
the prime ol life, they shall bloom
,o more. Well , that's life, innit?
One compensation is that they
leave no vinyl product behind, no
tender slices of exquisite pop!
vision. This was largely due to the
fact that they weren't capable ol
;>reducing anything exquisite.
Exc ruciating would be nearer the
mark.
Now for the bad news. Forthcoming from Postcard are a brace
of singles and a brace of albums
from those champions of The
Sound of Young Scotland, Aztec
Ca mera and Th e Jazzeteers.
Doesn 't Alan Horne know
Scotland was last year's thinQ?
Virg inia Water's my prediction for
'82.
While chatting to my friendly
neighbourhood Mormon this
weekend, I was devastated to learn
that he used to share a dormitory
with Jay Osmond of the illustrious
Toothy Ones. No scandal.
.?
Well , we all know they're such
nice, clean living boys. Shucks.
The staunch policy of keeping
my aural orifice to the ground also
led to a rendezvous with the man in
whose hu mble abode Nico spent
part of her C hristmas holidays.
According to him, she was short
on festive spirit and vibrated in
rather a novel fashion, which his
mummy didn't quite appreciate.
The consequences of hedonism
come to us all.
Th e Delmontes are reported to
have had a pleasant interlude in
the land of clogs and tulips,
seemingly finding the Dutch more
receptive to their engaging blend
of vapidity a,,d vacuousness than

Lamb 's Bread that t he place rea ll
started to move. D uring this song
and agai n during th e slrg htly mo r
up-tempo Hey Politicians another newy - Astro sei zed and
held the spo tl ight. H is cord less
microphone meant t hat he cou ld
move w h erever he wa nted and.
dreadlocks flying, he took ove
the st ag·e, making t he best
im pression o f the evening.
T he forthco m ing single./ Won't
Close My Eyes was given a good
wo rk-out and t his was followe d by
a ve rsio n o f Presen t Arms wh ich
d ropped the c rowd nicely into th
band 's pockets . On e in Ter saw
th e o ffi cia l end of the conce rt with
t he cro wd co ntri buti ng as much t
th e so n g as t he band.
T hey ret urned fo r two encores.
The fi rst was Burden of Sham
and , su rrou nded · by legions o f
Edinburgh's
co ncerned
white
youth, this lecture o n Britain's
evi ls in black Africa, delivered
aoainst a backgrou nd o f fla mes,
was ecstatically received. King
was inexplicabl)' missing fro m th8
finale, but Tyler sen t the crowd
home more th an h appy and finally
ended what had been amem orable
gig.

the cynical locals. Rational stable
mates Rhythm of Life are attracting interest in high places, Ficti o n
supremo Chris Parry having
ai'ready acclaimed them as "the
band of the year". My colleague,
the esteemed Mr WIison (no
relation ) bring them down with a
bump on this very page .
Remember that you can't please
everyone (well, not all at once),
and more importantly remember
where you read it first.

Edmburgh's Wo ugh Twade 1

Renovate Your
Record Collection
This week presenting the Top Ten
soulful sounds of Rational
Records and Gutter Music's Al an
Campbell.
1. Junior Walker: Walk m the
Night (Tamla Motown)
2. Curtis May field: Move on Up
(Buddah)
3. Barbara Mason: Yes, I'm
Ready (Londo n American)
4. Areth a Franklin : Chain of
Fools (Atlantic)
5 Br enton Wood : I Think
You've Got Your Fools Mixed
Up (Liberty)
6. Marvin Gay e: Inner City
Blues (Make Me Wanna Holler)
(Tamla Motown)
7 Maj or Lan ie: Um Um Um Um
Um (Okeh)
8. Smokey Rob inson : Soulful
Shack (Tamla Motown)
9. Freda Payn e: Band of Gold
(l nvicta)
10.· Th e Tem pta tions : Papa Was a
Rolling Stone (Tami a Motown)
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NumberOneCon
Certainly a degree of outside help
is needed on tour; but it has to be
asked whether going to these
lengths is really fair play? It's
certainly a far cry from what live
performance used to be about/
ought to be about. There are other
indications that the great Fizz are
not all that they seem - on tour
they are extremely reticent about
giving autographs and seem in
fact to be scared stiff of their
audiences.
On another level one cannot
really blame such a band itself
(and there have been many
others). They have been more or
less thrown together for the
commercial venture; two are good
singers (one is a Nolan) , and two
are good dancers - their selection
has been limited by this insidious
requirement for almost clone-like
physical similarity. They have not
developed together in the normal
way. They represent the main
chance in the domestic entreprenBroughton St-Mansfield Placeeurs' market - the poor man's
Bellevue-Rodney St-Canonmills
Abba. The Brotherhood of Man
Buses: 9, 19/ 39, 8. Crossed by 13,
were cobbled together in m_uch the
34 /35.
same fashion, again for the·· ''ing
Safe at all hours.
Eurovision song contest. Where
Intact multifaceted street for
are they now? It will be interesting
J;ngering on.
to watch what happens to our
Pubs: Stag's Head (Rodney St) young Bucks over the next year or
very much the "local work;ng
so.
man's" pub. Old Coach Inn
Basically it comes back to this
(Rodney St) - excellent service
whole business (being the
from barmen of the old school Not
operative word) where money, the
a bad place at all. Bellevue
market, comes before the mus;c;
(Bellevue Roundabout) where what is supposed to be an
Horrible plastic lounge. Bar
art form is reduced to a consumer
rather supenor with a fine array of
durable; and a band find
whiskies.
themse lves in a theatre of
Claremont (Broughton St) - Spit
financiers supplying disposable
and sawdust.
fantasies for the ever-credulous
Broughton Arms (Broughton St)
punters. The real horror dawns
- Unremarkable but serves some
when the men at the top pull it off J reasonable food.
and the plastic stuff reaches I Bastille (Broughton St) number one.
Sign;ficant by its insignificance,
1
Interestingly, the good ol' Beeb
but open till one for your late night
have recently received a large
streetlife.
consignment of microphone
Mather·s Bar (Broughton St) "shells" (these have only a visual
Barman John efficiently serves an
function). I think we can safely
excellent pint to (both male and
take this to be one more indication
female) Trades Council soc;aJ;sts,
that in the future increasingly
stray Hibees, stray Jammfos, the
more and more wool is going to be
conscious and conscienced, Nite
pulled over the public eye.
Clubbers and others. One of city's
fmest hostelries.
Abercraig Hotel (Broughton St) Yet another dull Broughton Street
bar. Standard hotel saloon.
The Rap1do (Broughton St) Chip shop par excellence appetising pies and fish plus /r,ed
onion rings, bananas and other
contact us. we will provide more
rarer fayre. Clean and open lateinformation without obligation to
ish.
participate in the study.
Rodney Street Fish Bar Please contact Yvonne Watson,
Ordinary. Renowned only for its
Student Health Centre , 031-667
pizzas which are expertly deep
1 11 ext 2521.

No. 2 Broughton St

The Land of Make
Believe- the inside
on Bucks Fizz.
By Tony Wallis
Everyone knows that when
artists appear on TV shows like
" Top of the Pops" they don't
actually perform their songs but
only mime along with the records.
This is generally felt to be justified
insofar as a better show is the
result . This hybrid entertainment
form (our weekly shot of audiomasoch ism) has developed
because of a whole range of limita-

tions - technical and artistic imposed by the TV show and video
medium in particular; by the small
screen in general. So we have this
distinction between the artistic
promotion of a record (or bland.
subversive commercialism,
depending on where you sit - a
video, after all, is little more than
an advertisement); and on the
other hand, the live performance
on the live tour - t he real sound of
the real band where artistic
integrity is hopefully preserved.
Now we can turn to our quartet
of gorgeous blondes, Bucks Fizz

- on their autumn tour last year.
To the side of the stage, behind the
lovely movers, a guest artist
provides a single extra backing
vocal to supplement the band .
or does she? This young lady's
microphone lead takes a slight
detour from the other four and
winds it~ way into a mobile studio
parked outside the hall. Now en ter the hero of the piece: the
Digital Delay Unit . The vocal
signal is fed into this little box of
tricks and then split (this is the
"delay") into a variety of separate
voices and harmonised into
different, tuneful pitches. This new
vocal range, all derived from a
single source, is now given depth
and presence (a fuller sound) by
means of phaser, flangers, and
reverberation. Finally the "voices"
are regenerated back into the hall
and out th rough the PA. Thus the
single voice is do·ctored and
multiplied to "beef up" the actual
noise the band are making. Take
the backing vocalist away, and it is
anybody's guess what the live act
would actually sound like.
Bucks Fizz are basically
"hooters"
intricate dance
routines accompany all their
songs and this makes the live vocal
'performance rather hazardous.

Dance Don't Diet
To eat or not to
eat? - self-control
or dietry chaos.
1894

HEIGHT

5' 4•

t!ECK

12.5"

BUST

37"

WAIST

27"

HIPS

38'

Concern about their weight is an
issue t hat most people have
experienced at o ne time o r
another . For many people ,
particularl y women, " this is
beautiful" and con troll ing their
we ig ht can become a source of
constant worry and may
sometimes lead to drastic action .
Two such forms of action are selfrestricted food intake to the point
of starvation and binging on large
quantities of food followed by
vomiting.
Anorex ia Nervosa applied to the
condition of severe weight loss,
often as a result of a fear of
becoming "fat". Other common
symptoms of this condition

include amennhorea (loss of
menstrual periods) and distorted
body image.
Bulimia Nervosa, on the other
hand, is a condition in which food
intake is often excessive (binging)
and weight is controlled by
vomiting or purging. These
binging and vomiting episodes
may be interspersed with periods
of self-induced starvation . Bulimia
Nervosa may or may not lead to
the severe weight loss seen in
•Anorexia Nervosa and it has been
overlooked as a separate
condition until recently because
those sufferers who loose a great
deal of weight have been classified
as suffering from Anorexia
Nervosa and those who are of
normal weight -, r slightly
overweight as a result of Bulimia
Nervosa have not come forward
for help. Th ere are believed to be
man y people who attemp t to
control their weight in this manner
but much more needs to be
discovered about this condition.
A study is currently being
carried out to look at Anorex ia
Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosa in
more detail. We need subjects for
this study and if you feel that either
of the conditions described above
applies to you or if you have no
worries about your weight or
eating habits and would be willing
to act as a control subject, please

fried m the vats.
Rodney Street Cafe - Fridays and
Saturdays open til 5 am. Haunt of
taxi dr;vers, bikers and night
people. Be tempted by the
reasonably priced, unpretentious
(but freshly cooked) eats and be
surprised by the drinkable tea and
coffee. If you can stand, play
space invaders; If you can't,
congratulate yourself on having
left that boring party.
Loon Moon (Broug hton Street) Sit down or carry out Chinese
food. Not exceptional but quite
palatable.
Khushi Tandoori (Broughton St)
- Leaflets for discounts to the
young and has a properly
explained menu (necessary but all
too rare). Interestingly adventurous.
Bellevue Crescent Ma1est1c
sweepmg terrace - late Georgian
grandeur. One of the New Town's
hner facades.
Real Foods (Broughton St) Don't be put off by the hippies and
the whole some image. This shop
is cheap and ds goods are of a h;gh
quality. Besides brown rice. lentils
and other ethnic rubbish there's a
useful tea and coffesection as well
as a wide array of herbs.
Incorporates a take-away section
with a difference.
Fair Deal Stores (Rodney St) When misnaming a shop, why not
do it properly? Check your
change! However, the opening
hours are extens;ve (though the
prices are expensive).
Ritz Cinema (Rodney St) - In
their wisdom EM/ have closed it
down and boarded it up. Said
boards provide an intriguing
record of a developing graffiti
surface.
Eastern Union (Broughton St) Invaluable for oriental and
unusual vegetables. Fresh chiles,
coriandas, Ch;nese cabbages you name the veg, /hey'// have it.
Underneath the Arches (Bellevue
Roundabout) Arts oriented
shop. Down the sta,rs tor a gallery
and cu,;os. Mer,ts a browse.
Drummond High School ( Mans field Place) - When walking by at
lunchtime stop to peer through the
railings. The numerous punks and
skins are often in fine form.
illustrating the gnews behind a
certain Dr Marten's invention .
SMG (Broughton St) - Edinburgh 's gay centre. Books, advice
and assistance with no strings.

Far Out, Maan!
That
well-known
teetotaller George
Square hits out at
alcohol.
Alcohol is absorbed into the
blood stream th ro ugh the storaach
and small intestin e. Th ere it
undergoes oxidation . If enough
alcohol is consumed. the rate of
alcohol intake outstr ips the rate at
which it Is being oxidised. The
pure alcohol level in the blood
increases. When some of this
alcohol reaches the brain it begins
to anaesthetise the brain's frontal
lobes (the control and rationality
bit). The subject's judgement and
self-control will be affected.
The effect is proportional to the
intake. At a level of about five
drops alcohol per th ousand blood,
the subject is in danger of death.

W. Wayne Worrick lists 29
alcohol related disorders and the
Wor ld Health Organisation views
alcoholism as a disease. This is the
drug that society supports. A
multi-million pound business and
source of tax.
Worse, it doesn't even make you
happy. You may think you're
happy after a coup le of pints, but
you're not (Speak tor yourself Ed.).
Alcohol is a depressant. At least
it may reduce your inhibitions but
continued consumption increases
the erosion of brain function .
Alcohol as a drug doesn't make
you confront your life and
problems - it just puts the brain
into a state where it is incapable of
even noticing its .emotional
problems, i.e. escapism. (Unlike
dope, eh? - Ed.)
But escapism to what? A
hangover in the morning? Or
worse, addiciton? Yes, aLcohol is a

physically addictive drug,
producing all the classic
withdrawal symptoms - anxiety
tremors,
weakness,
sweating,
vomitting, diarrhoea and, of
course, delerium tremens (DTs) .
If you think alcoholis a good
drug (on any criterion) then you
have made a mistake. The fact that
is is socially acceptable : indeed
socially promoted , does not justify

it.
P.S.: An interesting historical /
cultural note is that alcohol tends
only to be consumed in the West.
In Middle and Far Eastern
countries it has only been
introduced comparatively
recently . Perhaps this is why
spiritual awareness has always
been emphasised in the East.
Whereas the drunken West (more
pubs than churches) has always
looked to the superficial materialism.
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Your Stars ...
Aquarius (January 20-February
18) You will be kept busy but will
have plenty of time to relax. Keep

calm

but

do

not

stifle

your

feelings
Pisc es /February 19-March 20)
A good week for you. but not
everything will go your way. Be
more patient but do not wa it too
lo ng for what you want
Aries (March 21-Apr,/ 20) This

Gemini (May 21-June 20) This
will be an important week for you,
although not very s1gn1ficant
A\/oid mistakes but do not be overcautious

21) You will have many good ideas

week will be shaped by the past

momument outside the
Union' as recompense.

Part 99
For hundreds of years
the citizens of Edinburgh
have marvelled over the
remarkable , unfinished
earthworks in Bristo
Square, known locally as
'Burnett's Folly'.
Construction of the folly was
begun In 1680 by John Burnett,
notorious Principal of Edinburgh
University at that time. In th e
1660's, Burnett's predecessors
had flattened huge areas of the

December 20) You will be more

tolerate faults in others

Majesty's Government.
Work on the monument cased

and it gradually degenerated into
its present sorry state It is now

used only as a playground by local
delinquents. who jovially toss
miscellaneous debris at passing

Order will shortly fall upon
Burnett's Folly, ensuring that

ove rcome with remorse at the

future generations may en1oy its
unique character while co n-

terrib le destruction wrought upon
the town and its people and
decided t o build a great

week, although you will be short of
money. Be less cntical but do not

spend the University's money
wining and dining Ministers of Her

of

thousands

offend o thers .
Capricorn ( December 21 ·
January 19) A mixed week Use
your imagination and rely on tned
and trusted solutions
Cancer (June 21-July 21) You
will achieve a lot but will be
frust rated in your plans. Be
pos1t1ve but not over·conf1dent.
Leo / July 22-August 21) You will
face a serious problem tn your
private life but personal matters
will be easier Relax and stay alert
Virgo (August 22-September 21)
Financial ma tt ers will improve this

'Mens

peasants from their homes.
Some years later, he became

clearing

intuitive but wrll re ly on outwa rd

signs. Be blunt but try not to

to

However, by 1682 the
unpredictable Burnett became
more in terested in a place on the
Honours List than in the people of
Edinburgh, and instead chose to

strangers, and as a public
convenience by students crawling
out of the University Unions in the
sm all hours of the morning.
It is expected that a Preservation

city,

temp la t 1ng

the

folly

of

i ts

For sale: Thorens TD160 tlt;II
turntable with AOC arm and
choice of cartridges. See John,
Flat 4, 1 t West Richmond Street ,
evenings,

or leave message at

For sale: any offers. co nsidered .

Job lo t "students", about 400 in all ,
mostly 1963 issue, some back
Auditi ons for " The Blacking Man"
(7th week lunc htime) Bedlam ,

numbers. Fully trained, answer to

11 .00 Saturday. Phone Eleanor
Zeal on 667 9340 for details.

seconds, could be used to improve
your SS ratio o r for sleep researc h.

Labour and Communist Societies:

Apply French Dept, 4 Buccleuch
Place, after 5 pm .

Year , so don't miss out this yea r.

ca ll "s ixty percent". Good quality

,.

Send your copy to
1 Buccleuch Place and
we'll have a good laugh
at It before throwing It
In lhe bucket or . ..
Come down personally anytlme for the
Editor lo ridicule you
In front of lhe staff.

Id lf!!'A/)lf'R
Foll. '-<Ntv
HEflr11,~c ·
C.o,v7"1Ac.-,

~~

Cleaner required for Students '
Association
committee
room .
Experience in nuclear waste
disposal an asset. Hours are good ,

lousy. Salary negotiable in excess
of Sp per week . No former Senior

would like to thank
Campbell , Anne, Cathi, Karina,
EAM

Ruth, Fiona and Candice for their

SEN. Pi<Es

Puch Alpine racing bicycle: For
sale. 5-speed. good condition :
£60. Phone 225 1600.

Party: Overseas Students' Centre,

Joseph Turbovskl hopes that all
his friends will buy his new book
The Turbo Revolution in Poland
1971-73 from Cumnock University
Press!!

£Xt/?A

332 1836.

but some of the actual
(committee) minutes are pretty

3a Buccleuch Plac e, Friday 29th ,
8.30 pm . Only £1. All welcome .
Edinburgh

University

hospitality this term Thanks.

Polish Club: A new Polish social ,
cultural and travel club is being
created . If you are in teres ted in

supporting It please get In touch
with Caroline Graboska. tel 667
0080, or just come along to the first
meeting
to discuss possible
activites. This will be on

Wednesday, 3rd February in
Tev1ot Row d1n1ng room at 12.30
pm . All s tud ents and staff
welcome.

Professional lady and final year

student (female) require 2 single
rooms or a small flat ; Central: max

£15 each/week. Phone 334 8034
(days); 556 2772 (after 6).
Fridge for sale : good working
condi ti on, £20 o n.o. 15 West
Crosscauseway (Sanders).
· wanted : Sober or stoned. Hamish
"Pinball '' Maxwell. Fallure to

appear. Reward offered for best
rumour. Contact Pollock Ref Bar,
The Green Mantle, Teviot ,
Bannerman's, Potte rrow etc .

Presidents need apply . Application forms from the Hon Secy or
his clones .

Hlbs

Supporlers Club meets this Friday
at 11 pm in the 7th floor broom
cu pboa rd , DHT.

doing fine

lv£W5

Final Year student, mate, needs a
room to study and live in . Am
genuinely an OK person . Kevin

Donny 667 2613.

hope
mother and furry bundles are

clique ..

Nightl 1ne

midnight .

Congratul ations Aileen -

not a

new

Good Reg gae/ soul Disco. Light
Show and bar. Sat 30th, 8 pm-12

Do you want friendship and
co mpanionship? Well , we want
CS1 programs - Swap! Phone Liz
667 1971 ext 157; Suzy 667 1887.

--,

for

volunteers. Wed , 3rd Feb, 7 pm ,
Anglican Chapla incy (George
Square) . For deta ils ring N1ghtline
557 4444.

Single room wanted in flat for
sensible, amiable male. Anyth ing
in Edinburgh considered . Phone

ONLY 80p.

STUDENT

Tra i ning

OSC, 3a Bucc leuch Place

Disco. Last year's Disco of the

is

impulse. Be loving but not too
affectionate.
Scorpio /October 23-November
but will not be very inventive. Be
cau ti ous but don't be afraid to take
risks.
Saggitarius ( November 22·

but will have more to do with the
future. Be con si.derate an d worry
about yourself more than othe rs
Taurus /Apr,/ 21-May 20) Life
will become simpler but you wilt be
burdened by many complica ted

problems. Keep yourself
yourself bu t don't be shy

Libra (September 22-October
22) Weigh up problems carefully.
but allow yourself to act on

Customise Yer Wellies:1 Genuine
offer - art st ud ent Ann Golliferwil
paint the multicoloured design or
slogan of your choice on
welling ton boots. Rubber paint
used - w ill last for years! Phone

667 2613 after 9 pm

Kalhy , All and Debbie (KAD) invite
Ali , Mandy, Jill, Wendy. Frances,
Hilary . Jean, Lindsey, Val , Carole,
Fiona, Lorraine , and the Pen is's
Graeme, Duncan , Ian , Andy , Alan ,

Bruce, William, Steve, Ross, Paul,
Craig, Gus, Pete, Mat , Gordon and
Roddy to a sundowner
Here It Is folks! The wedding of the
century At long last, Garry
"Wildman" Walker has successfully proposed to his longsuffering Gal , Morag " the
Dogooder'· . Party . 7 30 Sat ,n Rm
F17, Cowan, for the old BBHS
gang.
RE: Gooseberry Sandwiches: Mi ss

Susan A. Moffat would like to form
a GS Appreciation Society. All
those who have appreciated th e
abovementioned and her
infamous gooseberries ,are

hospitably
Murren ' 82 : Two weeks in
Switzerland during the Easter

vacatio n; all-in £250 Interes ted or
wa nt more info? Then contact

Anne Maclean 225 9533 or see her
at the Ski Club lunch , Wednesdays at the Pleasance.

i nvited

to

a

little

Jamming session in room 419
Brewster House by appointment to Robertson 's cos with more

than three THINGS start to get
STICKY. Tel 667 1971 ext 125.
Yours leglessly . Windy and
Sleepy. XXX

